940108-1a
March 4, 2012
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
INTERGALACTIC INTRIGUE
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Intergalactic Intrigue
00:32 Illness can be a good thing—overwhelmed with germs—testing of new mutations
06:24 Strength comes from much Higher—focus from earthbound source so mission could
continue
08:33 Strength of one another—impact against Dharma and EJ
11:22 Letter of appreciation from Laverne read
13:00 Indian Talking Stick—much happening not understood—listen to guidance closely
17:00 Lawsuits—Mr. Green in serious trouble—pull down the Institute—push into
receivership—arrest
19:32 RTC, Santa Barbara Savings and Loan, Jason Brent—world cleaned up
21:00 God will speak—no one will listen
21:40 EJ reads portion of Bo Gritz radio interview, re: Hatonn
24:23 [H] Response—Hatonn stands in the presence of Christ—listen to the clues—ego—
playing in the arena
33:04 Command ship about 900 feet across—Mothership bigger than the planet—can't buy a
ticket
34:07 Bible based on Judaic Law—Christ—Truth found anywhere
35:20 Mormon ritual built on Illuminati/Freemasonry—to whom is your allegiance, to Christ or
Jesus?—Christ is a state of being; therein is the Truth of Life
37:05 Telephone call from Gunther Russbacher—Indictment—ribs broken—leg split from
ankle to groin—inner knowledge
42:19 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940108-1b

940108-1b
March 18, 2012
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
WHEN YOU ASK FOR BREAD
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 When You Ask for Bread
00:05 Telephone conversation with Gunther Russbacher continues from Tape 940108-1a
02:42 Family—understand political arena—brick wall—God offering and you turn away—
dealing with adversary
06:08 Bo Gritz' problem—much he can offer—achievement—most trained elite assassin—his
life is his business—the part he plays with this Nation is Hatonn's business—focus
diverted—collateral conspiracy
11:40 Tonsils are great protection, hang on to them—being hit with a mutation—upper
respiratory infection
13:23 A guest, Product Design Engineer, shares what he does and tells story of his grandfather
and father's life near the Yukon—wheat king of the world—bull run
23:23 [H] Honor's father of guest—gaiandriana—higher and higher frequency sustenance—
trying to bring you down with sickness—counter with very low frequency—going to get
more outrageous discoveries—microwave towers set up for grid—Green River Missile
Base—shooting nuclear waste into space from Vandenberg—lose a missile—lose a Mars
Observer—your mission not to turn America around—must begin with the Word of Truth
29:29 Spelt has its own mechanism built in for its own protection—will need that protection
from radiation in atmosphere—arid countries could grow it—not much water needed—
makes good sheltering insulation system for walls and roofs
32:00 Need to become self-sustaining—free energy
36:21 At the return of God, He will have a different name—you will know—God does not ask
for worship or sacrifice
40:51 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940108-2a

940108-2a
March 28, 2012
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
STOP TRYING TO SAVE EVERYTHING
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Stop Trying to Save Everything
00:20 Petitions—convincing others—pangs of hell—spouses denounce them—growing process
for all involved—willing to release them—their own free-will journey
03:21 Mr. Gritz is wrong—can't buy a ticket on Hatonn's craft—no cheap seats
05:22 President about to be toppled—Hillary Clinton and Vincent Foster 10-year love affair—
Clinton's mother
07:03 Russian President—Zionists—Vice President to Moscow
09:03 Watch Georgia (Russia)—Ukraine warhead power—3rd entity now, strong enough to
collapse economy
10:10 Banking—major players in N. Korea and China—bids for certificates—ready to go to
war with N. Korea
11:24 Australia—France—worldwide—don't keep sight so narrow you miss it—don't forget
responsibility
13:05 See that you are the miracle—7th year—Bo Gritz, George Green—only can save self—
understand the goal
15:19 God is not sleeping—opportunity to learn and test lessons—bring back what they send
out—desperate time
17:15 US&P—Brookings Institute—through spirituality they will pull you down—most
important tool they have is religion
18:45 Inman, Naval Intelligence
20:36 The Woodpecker is low frequency—electronic tones—static staccato pulse—be
conscious and ask for countering—may physically swell the brain—major programing
method—those who go for counseling and help—efforting at mass control
26:11 Animals and birds greatly affected by pulses
27:32 They cross the flu with a fungus—makes it more deadly on the lungs
28:46 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940108-2b

940108-2b
April 8, 2012
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
GET LOCKED INTO GOD
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Get Locked into God
00:05 It acts like HIV in that its host will mutate it further—adjust to DNA—there will be
nothing to treat it with
01:54 In the instance of Polly (Klass)—programming regime—he bore a receiver—these people
are hearing instructions—these ones are so geared, they will go into trance
02:50 Feeling hot and itchy—you are literally being radiated
03:36 Ed Young has been pulsed and burned—instead of trying to counter those tones, try to
match them—frequencies
07:17 Hatonn is against inoculation; it may not be against the right thing—they can very easily
knock you off on the next one
09:14 Shielding—it is imperative at every opportunity, ten thousand times a day, to get the
Light around you and then don't worry
10:59 All who have a mission are under total attack, they are waiting for you to let your
defenses down
11:40 Elderly people—what is going on—some aren't consciously aware of very much—they
are already experiencing in the next—when one's purpose is finished—the soul goes
where it can continue its journey—ones give their permission to make that departure
15:50 No way to stop you—there is hope—conspiracy vs conspiracy—already bankrupt—
morally, physically, financially
17:25 Khazarian Zionists—there's going to be a purging—keep the Light about you because
you're not going to know until it unfolds—you must function within the laws of the land,
or perish
20:01 You can create from what is—use discretion—mysteries—love yourself, forgive
yourself—without your spirituality in Truth, you can't make that transition—to get off
here, you have got to get locked into God—enjoy your experience—best ever
23:56 END OF MEETING

940116-1a
March 6, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
AN ANGRY STEWARD—A MESSAGE FOR THE FEW
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 An Angry Steward—A Message for the Few
00:05 Medical profession—don't get careless—soul and body separate entities—an antibody
agent—healing—cell integration—diabetes, insulin, gluconol is the problem—pancreas,
DNA particulates—pay attention to your body—take responsibility
10:05 You have to study—you must be willing to investigate—the next phase—who ever said
life was fair?—you don't know anything—survival—silent running—this is not a church,
this is not a cult
17:35 EJ reads: Patience versus Inaction—it is the time of sorting—an angry steward—you all
expect to see miracles—why?—dangerous chatter—a message for the few—I make every
allowance—harassment and demands—legal attacks
25:40 Children of the One Light of Creation in Perfection
26:35 Bo Gritz—Gary Anderson—Lies from a liar is but food of fools—place the Light of
Truth before them
29:25 A broken reflection—how do you measure up?—respect—look within—assaults against
the Ekkers—go after the worms and reveal their evil
36:52 How long will you wait?—the pen is mightier than the sword—just wait until I tell you
how it is in spiritual Truth—man is mortal—soul is immortal
39:10 The failing of the soul which brings infinite sorrow—God is All—you must discern and
recognize Truth
42:11 Will you travel with me?
43:30 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940116-1b

940116-1b
March 7, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
DO NOT JUDGE
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Do Not Judge
00:20 The struggle—a myriad of possibilities—childness—guardianship—discipline
04:13 In this mission, I AM the authority—The One Light Creator—God is the Whole
Authority
07:25 The artist's vision—you have no formula or understanding without a vision to relate to
10:04 You are not shackled to memories—twin soul-oh no!—begin from this moment
12:19 St. Germain is always the same energy, but presents differently—your insecurity
14:10 You had to know your enemy—George Green-lies—there is no lie in this place
19:02 As a mother to a child—the heart is not blind, it only chooses not to see—Honor thy
Mother and thy Father, for without them you are naught—you OWE them the respect of
your being—you know not the contract of another—who are you to judge?—
you
must forgive and respect those who came before you
23:55 I do not train students to fail—you must support one another as brothers—level of
responsibility—you talk too much, you promise too much—riches HAVE TO COME if
you have served in full intent of God-ness—EGO
29:00 Always act in honor and integrity—keep your relationship with your old Commander
first—this is a safe place—faith that moves mountains
32:57 Take abundance when it is brought forth—stewardship bears responsibility
33:47 Real estate deal—the collapse of the economy—land value—where we are headed—you
will make a lot of errors—(wire) tapes in the sprinkling system—the presence of My
Team (not materialized)
39:40 Take responsibility for burying the fragment of God within you
41:21 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940116-2a

940116-2a
March 7, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
HOW BAD IS IT?
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 How Bad Is It?
00:10 Questions put forth by a guest—How bad is it?—Where are we?—where have we
been?—forces of God and forces against God
02:50 The seventh year of the new cycle—where are we in this illusion today?—Forecast
04:28 [H] The presence of THE NOW—use your God given minds—cast out the bile—
everything within must come out—equality of everything—learning
09:50 Time is infinite—the rainbow is infinite—you can only see colors, you cannot see light,
your mind can see light—the soul not only sees but knows both darkness and light—
consciousness of man locks the soul away
12:16 Don't expect me to shower money on you!—acceptance of self according to what God
has already accepted you to be—the illusion of NOW—when you know there is more
you already have a head start—tell me, wow me!—learn your own lessons—when you
won't settle for less, you will achieve it
18:14 I will make it so!—a shadow across the moon—solar system—a white sky at night—the
masses of mankind won't make it—you have a responsibility
23:33 Will we get it done? Of course we will get it done—not all will rejoice in it—wouldn't
you rather have it all?—it is your decision
25:40 You can make the vision come into reality—nothing 'just happens'—courts are evil and
fixed—they do not really believe what they are doing—you can demand your property—
Mr. Dixon—Mr. Tipps, Eustace Mullins—Mr. Lundgren
31:52 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940116-2b

940116-2b
March 7, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
WHAT WILL BE?
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 What Will Be?
00:06 Use the law—write, petition, demand—the word of the citizen will be heard if you use
your voice—walk with me—it will be fine, but you have to walk with me—I will give
you what you need
04:26 Growing together—sharing together—remember where you were
05:20 You have been growing up—waiting and patience versus lazy inaction or insecure
inaction—don't be in the final testing of God—it is not your right to test God—always
come into alignment with Him—you don't know what 'striking down' means
08:40 The mission is magnificent, you don't want a lousy team—you are responsible for the
team members you bring in or allow in—you will have to 'get discerning'
09:58 Rewards—attitude—good things created
11:18 You are only limited by the lack of your creative ideas—you are already in the next
phase—you can turn around this world—it depends on what you demand—what will be?
What will it be? (It's up to you) Salu
14:04 END OF MEETING

940123-1a
March 9, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
CALIFORNIA EARTHQUAKE
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 California Earthquake
00:05 Update on Eustace Mullins
01:51 Period of change—adversary begins to pull down NWO—California is to be the first
workable New World Order State—another earthquake planned for San Francisco—
testing and methodology not working well—sun activating it but laser lights seen at
night—quake started deliberately—practicing management of the masses of people—
close L.A. from both sides—Oakland and San Francisco—trial run—PAY ATTENTION
to the little bits of news
07:39 They knew earthquake was coming and had tents ready—National Guard—people
refused to go to the shelters
09:41 Reardon—list of laws, executive orders—ATF Black—Mayor of L.A. read emergency
orders—LA under martial law, FEMA regulations
11:45 Earthquake predictions versus pre-detonation man-made quakes—who will believe the
predictors?
13:15 Washington and Oregon States—without power for longer than L.A. due to man-made
blow outs
14:04 It is time for ones on the coast to get out of there—some of you are in more dangerous
areas than others—this was little!
15:38 Japan—a luxury nation—God didn't mean anything except that you use your brains—you
have no way of knowing time
17:00 Eustace Mullins—court case—we will help as much as we can through the Constitutional
Law Center—workings afoot to impeach Clinton
20:30 Ross Perot expresses what you need to hear—Perot can't buy media time—let's use our
premises for social facilities—dead man talking—Ekker-cult and a popcorn machine
24:40 Depositions—Mr. Green trying to sell our books—US&P Attorney—Mr. Horn—Judge
Wallace
26:42 Ross Perot interview on C-SPAN (poor audio quality)
41:38 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940123-1b
940123-1b
MEETING TAPE: Ross Perot Interview on C-SPAN
This tape is a continuation of Ross Perot's interview on C-SPAN from Tape 940123-1a. Please
note that the audio portion is of poor quality.
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940123-2a

940123-2a
March 9, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
WORLD OF GETTING—NOT GIVING
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 World of Getting—Not Giving
00:03 Resonance builds frequency ranges within taping—Color tone with frequencies—play
purple to your plants for healing—learn to manipulate sound and color tone—universal
truths and mysteries, universal life—you have to grow
04:20 Mr. Perot is naive in some areas—listen to what he says—talk to the people of what the
people understand—distraction—term limits
06:03 Concept of what must be done—worded so it can go to the people—press will blow up
what you say
07:19 It's all there—you must get very good at what you know—your protection is in the
truth—handle your life correctly and you can be in Truth
08:37 Montgomery, Alabama is a safe place—there was not one careless lesson—camaraderie
and community, NOT group
11:57 Gunther—health problems—Secretary of Defense—pay attention to what is happening—
Military Defense System—POWs in Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, Korea
16:04 Your nation is at a crossroads, you have been sold out—Russians are coming
17:20 You have to confront your own problems—disruption—family disharmony—foolish
contracts with government
21:18 Support—no free rides—it's house-cleaning time—be careful
what you do
22:57 It's going to be a nasty week—reclaim books from George Green—note called
26:17 Letter of January 10, 1994 read from America West Distributors
30:00 Dave Overton—December 17 letter from George Green
33:05 Package sent to Hatonn with letters from George Green—Ruby Pimental—Walter
Russell—Gary Anderson
42:20 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940123-2b

940123-2b
March 9, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
HAND-HOLDING TIME
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:08
01:55
05:58
08:50
10:23
10:47
17:35
19:25
20:43
22:47
24:18
24:49

Hand-Holding Time
Hatonn reads letter from October 1993—Mrs. Yount—Ruby Pimental
Hatonn reads letter to Rod (tape damaged)
Lord's Prayer—you will not be left wanting anything—we have come to prepare a place
and we are going to do it—God does not leave you alone
Lessons—everything you need—sprinkler system
Man-serpents really annoy me—keep our balance
Cort Christie calls for a meeting the next day to prepare for Tuesday's Hearing, and
tomorrow’s Probative Hearing in Bakersfield
[H] Information regarding John—book 'Hospitals Are Hazardous to Your Health'
Cort talks about tomorrow mornings meeting in Mojave on the case against the Ekkers
Rick reports on the case before Judge Wallace in Bakersfield—Mr. Horn's attempt to
delude and deceive the court—Mr. Horn's imaginative pleadings!
[H] Equity in corporations
Not 'followers of Hatonn', but 'In Service to God'. Salu
END OF MEETING

940207-1a
March 10, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
BEST OF TIMES AND WORST OF TIMES
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:06
00:50
02:15
07:27
10:40
14:14
15:35
17:00
20:25
22:40
27:39

Best of Times and Worst of Times
Business meeting with Commander Hatonn
Need your miracles—rainbow traveled with Ekkers—see God's signs
Death by ambush—massive changes coming—Special Forces team with us—Gunther
Russbacher—enemies—I AM the One they want
Henry Kissinger runs your country—Mormon Church—Scowcroft—Bo Gritz, George
Green, Gary Anderson—manufactured stories—Gene Dixon—CFR, CIA and FBI
There must be no error on any documents—POWs—bulletproof garments—bugged
dwelling—lives are on the line
You don't even know what the journey is—I am trying to get you help—protection
NAFTA set up by the banks, for the banks—adversary—church/cult
George Green, Bo Gritz—drugs into Sandy Valley—fabricated evidence against the
Ekkers—Contact Newspaper
$350,000 in gold—Puerto Rico, Costa Rica, Panama
Seven change in codes—Special Forces—surveillance craft—yesterday's aborted
mission—US Military ambush called off
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940207-1b

940207-1b
March 10, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THIS IS TOO MUCH
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 This Is Too Much
00:13 This is too much—George Green pushes for receivership—Ed Young, Rick Martin—
Sam Russell
02:20 We need to continue making books available to the public—spiritual matters—
Gaiandriana—need a paper—funding—law cases
05:30 Ray Rennick
06:50 George Abbott—John Schroepfer and Eleanor—fraud
09:26 George Green selling tickets and interviews—Sam Russell and Wes Miller—George
embezzled the gold
10:25 Who owns the Phoenix Institute?—they all want to keep the
gold—Satan works
like that—Gary Anderson
13:58 No more open meetings—they are coming for me through Dharma
16:09 It would appear the adversary has stripped everything from them—Aton and Lord
Michael—there has to be a sword, a warrior
18:11 Gunther Russbacher—he was betrayed—you can serve God from anywhere you are
22:20 Two-thirds of your planet is inhabited by soul-less, dead-soul beings and you don't know
who they are
23:02 David Rockefeller—all four Rockefeller brothers are 'dupes'—Chase Manhattan Bank—
the Israelis—the adversary of your adversary—the ongoing terror—they will fall and
they will do it themselves
26:12 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940207-2a

940207-2a
March 10, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
GOING ON RECORD
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Going on Record
00:10 Who is willing to write a rebuttal? NAFTA set up to control everything
03:20 I'm pulling the Ekkers out of the line of fire—Mr. Green—you have powerful enemies—
they conjure, they plant the dope, they change the documents—every breath you take is
monitored
07:30 I told you your enemy is amongst you—I told you this is a very physical job
09:20 Big crystal here—Austrian crystal—you cannot be against me and for me—you make
YOUR choice—discredit—you are under attack—this 'cult of two' has just ended
14:12 A change of size of the Journals and Contact paper—funding—changing format of the
newspaper—New Federalist—Intelligence Review format—shark cartilage—a digest—
Cort Christie
23:00 Audio becomes inaudible
27:47 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940207-2b

940207-2b
March 10, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
MEETING YOUR ADVERSARIES
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Meeting Your Adversaries
00:06 Continue to meet your adversaries—Gritz, Jason Brent problems—George Green
threatens—given this scenario to learn
02:43 Plans to impeach Clinton—Vincent Foster—Billy Graham—Intelligence Officers—
robotic beings
06:25 It is very easy to monitor every step you take
07:05 Funding resources of large companies
07:57 Gaiandriana—self-sterilizing rooms—keep your products flowing—paper as source of
advertising
10:10 You have thousands of readers—ADL just waiting
11:15 Pray for Russbacher—new identify—his mission and miracles
15:10 Shipments of oil and gold—keep commitment to God
16:41 Personal comment with offer to help from Paul
18:20 [H] You all have talents and abilities to utilize
19:07 Tony—printing—it is the people contact that you need
20:44 Thanks given for help with birthing—a birthing chair is required
23:08 Get John out, pray for Gunther, we need him released, we need him free—I told Dharma
it would be 4 to 7 years
24:17 END OF MEETING

940213-1a
March 11, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
RESPONSE TO BO GRITZ AND TIM BINDER INTERVIEW
TIME SUBJECT
00:06 Response to Bo Gritz and Tim Binder Interview
00:47 Hatonn responds to a recording of a taped interview with Bo Gritz and Dr. Timothy
Binder
06:12 He worded these things very carefully—"She said, 'I ran drugs in Panama' "—your
enemy will betray themselves to you
10:15 He said he was going to read it but he did not—he only read part of it—he interpreted—
this is what you watch for
12:20 All of your clues will be that subtle—Timothy Binder has NO history with the Ekkers—
accusations of plagiarism—Walter Russell
16:25 'In large part, if not wholly': The parts that have nothing to do with it are the
IMPORTANT part of the books—we have done our job—scientific information cannot
be copyrighted—Philosophical Societies—we drew TESLA into Russell's work
24:20 Dr. Tim Binder—George Green, businessman—helped set up the Foundation and is
NOW complaining of plagiarism—Dave Overton
30:03 MY business will go on, no matter where—Walter Russell wanted to set his legacy to
right!
38:05 There are your clues—there was an eyewitness—he is advertising your banned book
45:49 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940213-1b

940213-1b
March 11, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
RESPONSE TO BO GRITZ AND TIM BINDER INTERVIEW (Continued)
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Response to Bo Gritz and Tim Binder Interview (Continued)
00:07 Hatonn continues to respond to a recorded interview of Bo Gritz and Tim Binder (Tape
940213-1a)
03:32 'Millions of dollars have gone to an ENTITY'—Is the Phoenix Institute under attack?—
Or is it the Ekkers?—Where have the millions gone?
10:51 Gary Anderson, aka Gary Ray, set up business in the same office block as the
Constitutional Law Centre
13:-00 Ruby Pimental, George Green, Gary Anderson and check activity—Mr. Dixon making
statements—equipment at the Phoenix Institute—gold coins from Dave Overton—all
monies that were challenged went through George Green—the Laws of God—Gritz still
teaches people how to kill—Gary Anderson, a crook—SPIKE training sessions—Jack
McLamb
27:24 Hatonn reads a letter sent to Bo Gritz, and comments on the contents—monies given to
Gritz for his electoral campaign—$15,000 dollars—George Green published the books
34:47 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940213-2a

940213-2a
March 11, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
RESPONSE TO BO GRITZ AND TIM BINDER INTERVIEW (Continued)
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Response to Bo Gritz and Tim Binder Interview (Continued)
00:06 Hatonn continues to respond to a recorded interview of Bo Gritz and Tim Binder (Tape
940213-1a and 1b)—You are in it—just like with God, what you see is not what you are
getting—Photon Belt—you are being damaged by it—shielding
02:20 Hatonn continues reading letter (from Tape 940213-1b)
07:15 Diseases sent by your government to Iraq—causing Gulf War Syndrome—anthrax—
botulism—no treatment
08:07 Interview continues regarding Ekkers’ residence and legal problems
18:40 Hatonn continues to respond regarding a letter written to George Green
18:45 You have a nation in destruction—you have a brother incarcerated in an insane asylum
19:45 Everything he says about Doris is untrue—the betrayal of confidentiality is an
unthinkable sin to create against a brother
22:58 Blasting and insulting people who have helped you—Associated Press article—ones who
meet Me have no trouble with Me
27:33 The 1.2 million dollar hook was one of George Green—Larry Patterson—Sherri Yount—
George has the books, he was the publisher, and he was the distributor—the reason for
doing this is for you to sort it, this puts it into perspective—the Ekkers have faced this in
a court of law since 1988
34:04 Letter from Dave Overton—George Green dug up the gold hidden in his own backyard—
Dave Overton continued to support the Institute until this month—these projects have
been purchased with blood—never will you lose sight of the importance of Truth,
openness, protection of your institutions and business properly
44:10 Radiation accident—if we burn off our radiation belt we have nothing to protect us
45:49 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940213-2b

940213-2b
March 11, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
RESPONSE TO BO GRITZ AND TIM BINDER INTERVIEW (Continued)
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Response to Bo Gritz and Tim Binder Interview (Continued)
00:05 This is a continuation of Tapes 940213-1a, 1b, and 2a—Tim Binder speaking on the
economy—Gritz on plagiarizing the Walter Russell material
08:39 Charles Coxwell—going to trial on criminal charges—permit to build a small pond—
fined $25,000—wetlands
12:08 Gritz reads a church bulletin—tax laws—IRS—government vs God—Gritz reading
portions of Hatonn's writings
21:56 [H] Says Colonel Gritz must have known about the drugs in Southeast Asia—stop laying
your ignorance, lies and false testimony upon such a flimsy foundation—if you read your
history books you would understand the label—if you don't get right with God, it won't
matter what you call Him—the drug lord of the Golden Triangle—drug trade up through
Bush—there are no dues to be paid here—why is Col. Gritz so ill thought of by his
brotherhood of Special Forces?—'cult' means following a principal (leader)—who does
Mormon Church follow?
30:34 God sees that which you are—you have proof from documents that he (Gritz) lies—Jesus
Christ did not die for your sins—He came to prove to you that there is no death if you
live in 'Christ'—you cannot buy a ticket—He said 'I go to prepare a place for you, I will
return'
33:10 Would God not send you the way?—Would God not remind you of those wondrous gifts
sent to you through people like Walter Russell, and destroyed by those who came
afterwards?—religion—humanistic environment
34:07 Someone has to have guts enough to stand up against the Rambo-Colonel Gritz' of the
world
34:28 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940213-3a

940213-3a
March 11, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
RESPONSE TO BO GRITZ AND TIM BINDER INTERVIEW (Continued)
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Response to Bo Gritz and Tim Binder Interview (Continued)
00:06 This is a continuation of Tapes 940213-1a, 1b, 2a, and 2b—separateness—brotherhood—
impressions—use properly
02:50 Doris has no home—in court again on property next door—Bo Gritz
03:52 Red Beckman—George Green—Gene Dixon—swat team—Jerry Spence
07:02 Hatonn reads and comments on a private letter Doris Ekker sent to James 'Bo' Gritz
regarding a request for an interview
39:50 The vipers hurt your heart, but strengthen your soul
30:13 Resume listening to recording of Gritz Radio program—funding—Chase Manhattan
Bank—Israelis—Kissinger—Gritz agreed when he was here, it wasn't funny then—it's
interesting that it bothers him now—Rockefeller brothers—new laws—NAFTA—Brent
Scowcroft—go look it up—CIA—new projects—Panama—drug runners—Noriega
38:45 Enjoyable proof: 9-1/2 foot beings once inhabited our world—Ancient Sumar
39:41 Every foreign influx of money is required by law to go through Chase Manhattan Bank
40:04 Return to the recording of Gritz Radio program
45:54 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940213-3b

940213-3b
March 11, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
RESPONSE TO BO GRITZ AND TIM BINDER INTERVIEW (Continued)
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Response to Bo Gritz and Tim Binder Interview (Continued)
00:07 This is a continuation of Tapes 940213-1a, 1b, 2a, 2b, and 3a—Hatonn commenting
about the money—Anderson and Green
01:54 Resume listening to the recorded radio program—Gritz gives out Doris Ekker's private
telephone number on the air—a discussion arises from this
06:35 EJ comments on the Covenant Community land promotion belonging to Jack McLamb
and Bo Gritz
07:10 Returns to interview program with Gritz and Binder regarding work of Walter Russell—
copyright—Mr. Buchanan, US&P Attorney—how bad is it?
11:11 [H] He is after the higher energy, not Doris Ekker
14:46 He (Gritz) is hoping that you ones will buckle—McDonald case—paid off—George
Green made a settlement but can't be honest about that—God doesn't go away, he gets
bigger and brighter—how can there be a case when your own attorney has sold your case
25:37 Walter Russell, this was a great man, trying to bring his work again—did Doris Ekker
hurt this great man?
30:36 Continue listening to recorded radio program—Walter Russell—free energy—plan to
disallow natural medicine—he will never do it without DNA—you have to see what is
happening in your world
45:56 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940213-4a

940213-4a
March 11, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
RESPONSE TO BO GRITZ AND TIM BINDER INTERVIEW (Continued)
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Response to Bo Gritz and Tim Binder Interview (Continued)
00:04 This is a continuation of Tapes 940213-1a, 1b, 2a, 2b, 3a, and 3b—Tim Binder continues
regarding Walter Russell's work
01:03 Hatonn makes comments and discussion follows—The Walter Russell Chart of
Elements—Nikola Tesla—life energy—soul does not die, it changes dimension—nobody
is going to win—is it worth it?—We have done good work—you have to be willing to let
go of everything for God—in that realization, you have everything—element is wisdom
11:12 They have chosen to settle with Mr. Green
12:52 You are not going to save the world with chiropractic, acupuncture or herbal medicine
13:55 Do not allow thievery of that with which you have been entrusted!
14:41 Resume listening to radio program
16:12 End of radio program—discussion follows
18:10 February 14, 1994, one of the most important days—awakening
18:36 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940213-4b

940213-4b
March 11, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
RESPONSE TO BO GRITZ AND TIM BINDER INTERVIEW (Continued)
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Response to Bo Gritz and Tim Binder Interview (Continued)
00:03 This is a continuation of Tapes 940213-1a, 1b, 2a, 2b, 3a, 3b, and 4a—Awakening—
rebut in truth, fact and wisely
00:57 Gary Anderson and Gene Dixon—people must be clear with God
02:48 When Gary Anderson was at the CLC (Constitutional Law Centre), over $40,000 a week
went through there—get your own copies of these tapes and listen to them—they were in
adjacent suites and the only difference in the name was the change of the spelling of the
word Centre—Bo Gritz said 'Gary Anderson said'—how much did he know?—how did
he know?
05:09 We have to know exactly what is being said—we have to be there tomorrow morning to
support John (Schroepfer) in presence—John should get back his bird also
07:33 That is the way the adversary works—answer sensibly to get him out of there, and he will
get better—he will deteriorate farther without vitamins
10:07 Part of radio program tape repeated
11:30 I want Gene Dixon to hear that—Mr. Tipps got caught and it hurt his reputation—if
humanity is not awakened, you will continue to spiral downward—if you ponder it, you
will be guided—I cherish you, I thank you for the day—Salu
14:23 END OF MEETING

940306-1a
April 8, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THE PHOENIX BIRDS
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 The Phoenix Birds
01:28 Every word is going to your enemy—you are NOT a cult—George Green—this is not a
game—full-blown testing—don't hide behind a lie—Truth will always be the same
05:30 Abductees/hypnotism—assaults—'I have to keep some alive, in spite of themselves—
Hatonn's Command
08:24 The Theory of Russell's Light—Mr. MacDonald sold out—Gene Dixon—Gary
Anderson—International gold business—don't give the wrong image—Dharma doesn't
need sheltering
12:24 The 4 phoenix birds, dwarf anything you have in the eagle family—they're there for
protection—there because the crystal is there—don't need to know everything about
everything
13:43 Methylsulfonylmethane (MSM)—weight reduction system—clean and clear—cellular
carrier—DMSO, very similar product—ban excess fat from laying down fat pads in the
cells—kola nut and caffeine suppress hunger pangs—superb distribution product crosses
no legal boundaries
19:10 Frequency boxes—enemy has just about boxed you in—ability to do business—safest
business in the USA—expense of paper very heavy—George Green is desperate
22:49 John Schroepfer's hearing—no information on his health—John's doctor is working with,
colluding with, the hospital
29:50 What is happening in the Holy Land is because of Mohammed—John experienced as
Saul of Tarsus—Saul/Paul did more damage on the face of this earth than any other
person—you can put a lot of credence on most of what Paul offered—a lot of what he
wrote was based on the accepted mode of the day, e.g., women were nothing in society
31:25 Hillary's Hell Cats—Clinton in real trouble—Amazon warriors
33:01 Court reports on meeting with John's son
35:53 [H] How do you end up here?—The presence is very, very close
39:37 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940306-1b

940306-1b
April 8, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
TRIALS AND LESSONS
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Trials and Lessons
00:08 Slickest, quickest maneuver—Feds went pale—total panic—Africa—Europe, New
York—reversal—a different way to utilize funds
02:46 We are not here to be in competition with the 'banksters'
03:30 Prefabricated housing—even venture capital corporations borrow money from European
brokerage houses—don't give government or CIA competition
06:08 Mr. Merrill might build movie studio—impeccable business
07:47 We do good business—business structured in such a way that we don't need to worry
about the government—the next paper
12:40 Watch the market—the world is in trouble—begin another war—
Herzegovina/Sarajevo/Japan—POWs sold out—Vietnam—ADL in trouble
15:35 Bo Gritz—gold scam
19:50 Property settlement—Mr. Larry Mitchell, Auctioneer—Mr. Horn, Santa Barbara Savings
and Loan—RTC in deep yogurt—and you thought life was dull!
25:20 Created illusion—create different ending—co-creators—you are the thought projection
manifest of God—many are blocked intentionally—work at keeping your Lighted
connections flawlessly connected
30:00 Our job is to bring the Truth—you must look beyond the moment but you must look AT
the moment—when a human refuses, they deserve to lose it—until you can emotionally
part with every physical article, you have not arrived
34:45 Until you see what is coming at you, how can you continue to function?
35:22 Maybe you will quit trying to come to Heaven on someone else’s coattails—a group
cannot make a choice
37:34 The moment you start a church, you end up like Claire Prophet—she is being set up again
38:19 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940306-2a

940306-2a
April 8, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
YOUR COMING JOURNEY
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Your Coming Journey
00:05 Hatonn will not jeopardize anyone—Red Beckman—Bo Gritz—mobilize and move
against Claire Prophet—Germain
06:04 If you get centered on the man, you will miss the whole—the Power of God—AntiChrist, a generic term—those not Christed—man who listens, has a ticket—your coming
journeys
09:33 Ridicule, then discredit, then witnesses to discredit—cloning from Area 51—Stealth B17—Light sightings—how do we know if it is a UFO or a ManFO?—it is alien
technology
13:13 Every 3rd dimension world gets to this stage and then they blow themselves up!
14:00 Observers—invisibility—time-travel—observed from everywhere—don't blame God for
your failures!
16:49 Wanting to believe—it's the doubts that keep you sharp—ego—justice—do not strike
another—serving in a Commissioned Mission—flying Phoenix—like an arm out there
with no body—wanting to be whole again—when your mission is over, you go home—
God will never give you more than you can bear—you are going to have fun!
27:43 You need to prepare—on release, you never start lower than you experienced—you have
allowed it or created the circumstances—I will teach, but not save you, that was not part
of the agreement—you are doing nothing now except remembering
32:18 Need more of a barter in your experience—wallowing in your troubles will bury you—
goodness, if you can't accept it, will also bury you—patience is still your biggest
problem—Valley of Radiance—two sides to goodness and evil
35:41 Question asked—God will not have only one focus—measure by what they do—Holy
Men—at transition of a planet, God does not play with the souls of men
39:48 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940306-2b

940306-2b
April 8, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
SHOW AND TELL
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Show and Tell
00:07 Look at what a person is—learn to discern—evaluate—what do they want from you?—
the inquiries—tell by how they answer—don't need many Holy Men, only need God—
Truth same as God
06:06 Terminology—pagans—Sai Baba—Gandhi—Sananda—Jesus is the phony name—
Esu—attack on semantics—Holy men...are they offering you a deal or offering you Truth
10:02 Babaji—God doesn't re-manifest in anything—validity of happenings
11:00 Walk-ins—teacher appears in any form—put away facade, look at message—you can
discern that I bring the Truth
14:53 Hatonn will not make personal comments—FEMA looking for place to rent
16:26 The House of Romanoff (Russian)—House of Hapsburg (Austrian)—working to bring
back a Crown—working to bring a Tzar in parts of Russia—something that works for the
people—power and change
20:53 Nevada, for legitimate business—Delaware—Switzerland—Banking World—The World
Bank, Basil, Switzerland
24:55 Vietnam—Gunther's mission to South East Asia—this government plays dirty games—
you have to know about it—wake up!—pray for ones serving you right now—have
discretion—go in peace, we will win, it is a fact. Salu
38:05 END OF MEETING

940403-1a
March 18, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
EASTER MESSAGE
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Easter Message
00:05 Lydia—lung damage—basic principle of cell renewal—Gaiandriana—genetic
presence—MSM—DMSO—instant introduction into the cell—cellular replacement
05:57 Spiritual things at Easter—Christed energies—misperceptions of the holidays—spiritual
growth or spiritual deterioration—ascension—what is your intent?—You shouldn't have
let him on the cross in the first place—the Father of that young man was Gabriel—there
is emotion beyond your place—emotion is energy—if an action takes place in the mind
of one man, then it takes place—the pain to a higher energy is not ever in the body but in
the soul
09:58 EJ reads writing from Saturday, April 2, 1994: 'A Little Easter Message'—'Eastre', the
Goddess of Spring—the Truth has been deliberately removed from your Bible—'And
They Called His Name Immanuel'—read or re-read this—no death—have you prepared a
place for God?—Man of Earth, will you choose?
15:55 [H] Gordon Michael Scallion—what is there about someone
who sees within?—an
awakening, a remembering?—These are predictions of scientists and predictors of earth
scientists, some can pick up these energies, but they are earth-bound—this is a time of
incredible change
21:55 EJ continues reading—Men must always grow into Light—God has never left you
without guides and teachers—beware of the false prophets—God is within You—
Messenger, Your Creator would send nothing lesser in this time of peril—every good tree
brings forth good fruit—by their fruit shall you know them
32:38 The Edicts passed down from God—the misused terms of 'israel' and 'jew'—the curse of
'the people of israel'—we are sending multitudes amongst them to set them free of their
bondage—it has naught to do with you—I bring the sword of Truth
41:42 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940403-1b

940403-1b
March 18, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
EASTER MESSAGE (Continued)
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Easter Message (Continued from Tape 940403-1a)
00:09 EJ continues reading: 'The Last Lesson' from 'And They Called His Name Immanuel'—to
use force is not of The Creation—there must be no limits on love, peace and joy—
adulterated teachings on every part of earth
09:20 From the stars will come the Truth—quoting from 'In the Thundering Light'—read or
reread 'And They Called His Name Immanuel'
11:10 [H] There will be a metallic light—'Mark of the Beast' already in place—POWs in
Hanoi—TESREA—The Mosaic System—you must recognize the difference—you can
be a part of the game
20:10 Everything in this world is ILLUSION—barter system needs a value system—you have
been based on a SYSTEM from time to time—that which is physical can only pull you
down—it is the spiritual part of the beauty of the flower that touches you, it is not the
flower itself, it is the THOUGHT of it—you must put your own spiritual value on
everything—you have to be BOTHERED—we must grow and seek and search—you
don't have to do it all, but we should be prepared to do it all
25:20 You only have to measure what you DO!—the clouds will break with silicone particles—
a pit of vipers—these things need to be considered as you build—if you can reverse the
trends, maybe these things won't come to pass
28:32 That is what Easter is about, in your place—worry about what I WILL BE this day of
Spring—I honor you as equals—some of you are older than me!—I salute you! You are
on the brink of incredible glory. Salu
31:00 END OF MEETING

940417-1a
April 1, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
AWAITING THE ARRIVAL OF 'THE LADY'
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Awaiting the Arrival of 'The Lady'
00:03 Where do we go?— Sherri Yount—Lady from the Philippines—merging two major
operations—one of the guardians—WWII
02:57 Massive and tedious involvement to get world turned around
04:00 Major upheaval—new currency—Atmospherians—Cambodia—transfer of resources
13:29 Our Austrian connection—Gunther—there are NO 'Orders of the Emerald Cross'—
emeralds are colored gem stones—green ray that will frequency vibrate at the rate of the
green tone of the sound spectrum—in Heaven you have the colors, you don't have the
green stone to burden you—Melchizedek in the days of Daniel—Biblical history—don't
base spirituality on earth on gem stones—a diamond contains the Wholeness of
everything, frequency, light
20:10 Colors of the skin: Don't use the term 'black' to describe a person
21:42 Don't attempt to change the order of the mission—the New Age Movement will be the
destruction of your planet—it is a humanistic approach to Spirituality—God is
allowance—don't teach the incorrect
26:30 Communication Crystal—the Crystal City—Austrian Crystal
27:29 These are physical missions where you need to serve in a given capacity—the confusion
is going to get greater—I must repeat because you don't remember—IT IS TIME FOR
YOU TO REMEMBER!
31:31 You, as human species, are in as dire danger as you have ever been—evolution will take
place—the reminders are necessary
33:40 The Federal Reserve—Bill Clinton, to be impeached?
35:40 Hard lessons are learning experiences—adversaries must honor their agreements with
Command—they are working with the Khazars—there is no loyalty amongst them, for
each other—no respect for God—even less for 'brother'
38:00 EJ reads on Sovietization of America—NOT 'Russianization', but
Khazarian/Zionists/Socialist/Fascism—ruled by the Elite
43:29 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940417-1b

940417-1b
April 1, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THE SOVIETIZATION OF AMERICA
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 The Sovietization of America
00:10 EJ continues reading 'The Sovietization of America'—the fall of the 'empire'—the
disintegrating family—abuse—gangs—declining standard of living—a decadent
empire—freedoms removed—spiritual and moral free-fall—brainwashing for the 'New
World Order'—courts more corrupt than the IRS—tax on cigarettes, alcohol—making
tobacco illegal but legalization of illegal drugs—what is going on?
17:31 We are the 'wayshowers'
17:50 End of reading followed by comments from Hatonn
18:53 Ed Young reads Commander Soltec's writing: Krakatoa, South Pacific—eruptions—
Anak Krakatoa or child of Krakatoa—abnormally high tides on the Pacific Coast of
America—Pacific Ring of Fire—unstable—planet on a cycle of massive change—watch
California and Japan—the planet is sending you warning after warning
29:11 Commander Soltec's warning—Highways 40 and 10 corridor between California and
Arizona through 'land bridge' between the two areas—rapidly weakening—Baja
California and San Diego
30:44 [H] Command is no longer allowed to 'hold' fault lines, but they can 'counter'
strikes/pulses/man-made attacks
35:38 Atmospheric happenings—tornados—man-made and man-manipulated
37:40 Immanuel in Pleiades—the three races—Jerry Falwell—Zionists—the coming of the end
of the age—Billy Graham—angels—America, a secular nation—you come from various
races to this place—some will be totally anti-God/Creator and they are the anti-Christ—
Christ
is a state of Being
43:24 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940417-2a

940417-2a
April 1, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
GOD IS NOT CREATION
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 God Is Not Creation
00:05 Creation IS—God IS—that's why you say I AM—you just ARE—in the moment—
memory—you are nothing—all things mortal are NOTHING—you in the physical form
are limited—YOU in the spiritual form are an immortal reality—you are nothing without
MEMORY—you must remember and awaken—the Universe is made up of wave motion
energy—God creates through thought/memory—what you express is the thought of God,
even if you express un-Godly things—He LETS YOU DO THAT—God does NOT make
mistakes—Mind-Thought Creates everything—man is the greatest Created gift to the
Universe and to himself—within man there is allowance of soul to grow into God-ness
and that is your journey/purpose—God expressed through you, through His Light
Transactions, a compilation of all there is in the Universe—therefore you can NEVER be
a failure—man cannot be a failed experiment—nothing created by the Mind of God can
be a failure—many fragments of thought = Create—therefore assume your power and
CREATE
another ending for your world
13:39 I will not do it, but I will walk every step of the way with you—you will not be given into
remembering—you are back because you are
the 'way showers'—you have bound
yourself into reality
15:42 The old prophesies say 'by fire', e.g., when you have set fire to your atmosphere—without
your brother you are nothing—thought processes and reasoning will not get you WITH
God—you must learn your lessons—this could take a long time—earth is still in its
primitive stages—it only takes three generations to obliterate a memory—abortion—
homosexuality—every thought brings a response—cause and effect—you prevent it by
teaching the correct set of rules
25:54 'Before the ending of the Age, I will bring the Word—Dr.Graham—you are near the end
of the Age—time to receive the Word—correct the course—you have built a mess, you
will have to recover—read the Protocols!
29:07 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940417-2b

940417-2b
April 1, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
TAKE BACK CONTROL
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Take Back Control
00:04 Get control of the gold/money and you have control of the Nation—Get control of the
educational system and you have control of the generations to come—Get control of the
judicial system—the Kol Nidre—plea bargaining—the corporal punishment of an
American in Singapore—politically incorrect
08:54 You were the best, you were the Lamp that would lead the world—the enemy of your
government is not your/my enemy—those Journals will save your life—the enemy of
your government is not your enemy if you live by the rules in those Journals—Get
yourself right with God and you will be where you are supposed to be—we all have a
long way to go in the fulfillment of our knowing-ness—you have to be willing to
perceive the Creation—you have to be prepared for total failure—if you are fully aware
and KNOW, you will not fail - will you?—thought is the Creative Device—a marriage is
made or broken within the heart—AIDS is a man-created virus—knowing Truth will set
you free.
Salu
19:35 END OF MEETING

940501-1a
April 1, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
JUDICIAL CORRUPTION
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:01
00:38
07:25

17:45
19:32
22:27

25:50
26:50
29:05
31:00
37:20
41:40
43:04
44:50

Judicial Corruption
Communists competing with the Christians—CNN
Business Meeting begins—legal proceedings over publishing and gold—Mr. Green
Adversary is working as diligently as possible to pull you down—Mr. Dickie is worried
that you will run out of money before he gets paid—has the gold done its job and shown
the corruption
Blue crystals on the East Coast—the one here is cobalt blue—It has a starburst of gold, it
is very conductive and important
An ingress and egress for space vehicles—New Mexico—crash near Langley Virginia,
no survivors—Yucca Flats crash had some survivors
Other two natural crystals (blue)—Montauk Long Island, New York, the Philadelphia
Experiment—you can integrate DNA structure into anything—Montauk is the answer to
the previously asked question—transmitters—controls—pulses
Florida, Devil's Triangle, 3rd most important crystal—these are windows between the
other dimensions and you
In the Equa Triangle in the Sea of Japan, straight line through the globe, those were your
poles—if it could happen once, it could happen again!
AIDS—Africa is set up to be a recreation resort for the Elite—that was planned as far
back as Cecil Rhodes—the plan is to make them extinct—you have to know these things
Brent reads a fax message from Gary Weane to Contact
EJ reads Hatonn's comments on telephone call received at the Contact office from Ronn
Jackson
EJ plays recording of telephone call received at the Contact office from Ronn Jackson
EJ continues a reading of Hatonn's comments
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940501-1b

940501-1b
April 1, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
IT'S HARD TO KNOW THE PLAYERS
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 It's Hard to Know the Players
00:04 Business Meeting—EJ continues reading Hatonn's comments regarding legal issues—
some names you might recognize: Green, Gritz, Gillespie, Anderson, Flowers—no honor
among thieves
09:11 [H] How do you continue to go and go and go—one Nation under God, indivisible—the
13th Amendment was removed—there are two United States of America—one for which
the Constitution was written—'Citizens of the States United'
12:23 At the First Constitutional Convention—they changed everything
14:53 This is a physical journey, this is a physical job
22:45 You cannot get into a craft until we decide to let you in
25:00 I am not here to tell you which is the best psychic—infinitely, Truth will stand—refer to
your readings, trust your own gut
32:35 It is your last chance to turn things around—I repeat—Everything from within must come
without—it only takes one or two, but you have to rebuild on a foundation—what you
know this day surpasses any legal training—perseverance—trust
30:15 Gunther Russbacher—Austria
35:45 Translation of 'Space Gate'—Mr. Cooper—Majestic 12 (MJ12)—Mr. Jackson—how
much do you remember from the Committee of 300?
38:52 John Schroepfer—Hatonn will give you (the Institute) authorization next week to
purchase John—Hatonn asked that John be out by last Thanksgiving—he needs
nutritional care
44:15 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940501-2a

940501-2a
April 4, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
BE CAREFUL WHAT YOU ASK FOR
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Be Careful What You Ask For
00:04 Continued discussion on John Schroepfer—paperwork—Ray Rennick—transcriptions—
prayer of the adversary
03:40 Gold standard—Ronn Jackson—N. and S. Korea—the fleet in Pacific—bring home the
gold—Langley, Virginia—tons of gold—don't limit—chaos, anarchy
07:40 Use wisdom in everything you do no matter how dark it looks—world on brink of
confrontation—things are coming together, but no longer a free world but a slave nation
10:00 Receivership—records opened—I hope this gets back to Leon, every cent will be repaid,
it will NOT be paid to Abbott.
12:40 John and Eleanor—we cannot fight everyone’s battles, but John needs our help
14:07 EJ reports on situation with Gunther in Austria—Hatonn responds—American Express—
getting funds to him
19:30 Ronn Jackson—cards and letters—don't forget brothers
22:00 George Green—Chase Manhattan Bank—do everything legitimately and they have got to
break the law to get you
29:19 The Associated Press—State of Nevada—corporation shelter—there are no longer
numbered accounts in Switzerland—the Vatican Bank
35:09 School C.L.A.S. Testing, parents not allowed to see the results of this psychological
testing—new laws—mandatory teachings
42:20 Japanese earthquake of 6.7—major volcanic activity
43:30 Ed reports on Soltec's writing regarding Japanese earthquake
44:39 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940501-2b

940501-2b
April 4, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
A CAN OF WORMS
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:04
00:26
00:47

05:30
06:27
06:53
11:45
15:52
19:30
21:16
22:27
26:45
31:24

A Can of Worms
Ed continues with Soltec's writing on Japanese earthquake
Cort Christie birthday wishes
Nixon—death and truth—Kissinger was instigator—Nixon was set up—very effective in
foreign relations—turned into a tool—Billy Graham just as involved with New World
Order—Bob Dole—transition
Lydia's illness
EJ and Doris—possible jail time and trip to Nevada
More on Lydia and her physical problems—no guilt
Louis Farrakhan on Barbara Walters—Khazarian element—Ronn Jackson experience—
Mossad/KGB meanness—Khazarian Anti-Christ movement
Aristotle Onassis crossed the mob—married a Kennedy—mob killed his son, later his
daughter, and Aristotle too
J. Edgar Hoover—blackmailed everyone—Talbot, Hoover's lover—you have to know
this—it’s like cleaning infection from a wound
Janet Reno—look carefully and look at her background—a lesbian
Changes in the moon—asteroids hitting Jupiter—the San Andreas Fault—be prepared—
cosmospheres—confrontation
No one will be able to make choices for you. Salu
END OF MEETING

940508-1a
April 2, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
INQUIRIES AND TRANSITIONS
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Inquiries and Transitions
00:05 Lydia's transition—misperceptions about what happens—medical science did them in—
Rosie the Cockatoo—let body rest for at least 3 days—people have lived in a state of
confusion when life in the physical form is taken—does not mean life in spiritual/soul
form is severed yet—a great disservice is to NOT release the being/soul—reasons for
fuss made about 3-days of the Christ—as soul takes leave of the body, it studies what it
will do and may take 3-days
15:14 A blessing when one knows where it is going—a heart-breaking disaster if one doesn't
know and severed too quickly—in limbo
15:42 Middle Eastern religions that don't follow Christed way disposing of bodies too
quickly—creates instability in the soul—no possibility of restructuring consciousness—
physical plane is manifested plane where soul learns
16:52 How do you know what is good if you have not also experienced that which is perceived
bad?—always a lacking of soul until it becomes one with Creator—most have come back
for a specific purpose—in that next dimension you become the guides and teachers—you
are NEVER finished with service—when One with God, you are NOTHING BUT
service
19:10 The longer a soul is in limbo, the happier the Anti-Christ—must be release on your part
to allow soul its expression—don't leave out your guides—all is provided—don't try to
figure out for somebody else—forgive self for all indiscretions—insist on no embalming
for three full days
28:00 EJ to read, Hatonn interrupts—notice flying saucers—aliens from different places—Zeta
1 and Zeta 2 in Constellation of Reticulum—'little greys'—shorter than human—not
robotoid in expression—most clones—Reticulum technologies—Montauk experiment's
importance—military involvement—German—technology—prana frequency—
unacceptable to kill soul—crash at Aztec
41:20 Photosynthesis type—skin cancer—reptilian crossbreed
44:55 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940508-1b

940508-1b
April 2, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
ALWAYS ZONKED TOWARD GOD
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Always Zonked Toward God
00:04 Ronn Jackson—responsibility—anger—wisdom—touching others—awakening—Elite
know—always be zonked toward God—freedom of expression—finding out why—a safe
place
06:01 Taos, New Mexico—Seven Stars—Pleiades—Sun God—winged something or other—go
with the history of the language to know it is important—original people—there are
many here from Orion and they do NOT look reptilian, and they are not little greys—they
look like YOU—they are diplomatic and peace loving
11:00 Machinery has tunneled right up to the crystal—piece taken to Langley, Virginia—
confirmations—crafts
12:54 Revelations are coming through—MJ12—asteroids—Russians—US—Israelis briefcase
bomb—government in a state of shock
16:30 EJ reads Today's Writing—corruption in government—departure from Earth plane—
Lydia Ogden—freedom for Ronn Jackson—Gunther Russbacher—MJ12—Constitution
recovered—Hawaii State Sovereignty—George Green—FBI—US Government versus
Federal Government—Sovereign Union States—Ronn Jackson
32:33 [H] More on Ronn—who are the traitors?—misleading citizens—you can't fight this war
with guns—Michael Silverhawk
38:45 Who to vote for—Lyndon Larouche—Perot—Clinton—is he guilty?—most of the
citizens could care less—he was groomed for that job—Bilderberg meeting—White
Russians
44:26 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940508-2a

940508-2a
April 2, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
LIVING JURASSIC PARK
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Living Jurassic Park
00:07 Discussion continues from Tape 940508-1b regarding DNA—cross-breeding—cloning,
etc.—Montauk, Long Island experiments—living Jurassic Park
02:18 Question asked: dinosaur-like creatures underwater—confirmed by Commander
Hatonn—man was created as man—woman was not created from man—God would
always create mother first!—you were not created as slithery things, you were created
upright, with ability to reason
05:18 Ability to crossover dimensions—you need the reasoning capability of human
expression—this tool/being/manufactured manifest being with the ability to function in a
human world, it will always serve you, or become a prison for you—you can learn that
the only expression in this consciousness is what you think about the experience
08:41 Montauk experiments—beam out and transmit disposition of citizens within range of
transmitters—mind and mood control
11:18 Moving out of 'me-ness' to 'you-ness'—start thinking about someone else, stop thinking
about yourself—'I can only ask for my brother'—you cannot receive until you have
given—Laws of the Universe
15:20 Gold—money—Chase Manhattan Bank—Federal Reserve—Lady Bird Johnson—Israel
payments in gold
25:26 I tell you now, 'you can make it'—it takes great responsibility
28:31 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940508-2b

940508-2b
April 2, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
DEADLY VIRUSES
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Deadly Viruses
00:10 You are going to learn that you live in an illusion—if you believe it and you can conceive
it, it will happen
01:10 All of the cancers are basically HIV viruses—little crystalline creations—they will
separate the serum from the blood—clot the blood—spread in its major form by airborne
breathing
03:03 Deadly viruses—Africa—Rwanda—50% of African nations are infected with active
HIV—contaminated bodies thrown into rivers and contaminate them—Ebola
contamination—black population is more susceptible to the virus—Africa is being
groomed as a pleasure land for the Elite—Australia underground facilities
07:55 Dangerous people—media—Ted Turner—what is allowed
09:26 END OF MEETING

940514-1a
April 3, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
IF YOU DENY ME...
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:02
05:31
07:35
10:30

15:35
17:00

22:16
25:40
27:35
29:48
42:38

45:13

If You Deny Me...
'Live' telephone call with Ronn Jackson—hearing the Word
Michael Silverhawk—spiritual progression—awakening awareness and purpose
Connections opened—training on both planes—some work will not be brought back into
your consciousness—every man has an opportunity to experience
Do not use the terminology 'God' as it is so misused—'God' is not what you expect him to
be—not a mystical creature—entire Truth of God is buried in doctrine—God is hard
taskmaster—team must be of likeminded-ness
Prophesies—thought projection—devoid of soul—experiencing
DNA creations can be made in 2 days—if it breaks the Laws of God and Creation, then it
is evil—sin is pulling away from Good-ness—evil is that which pulls yourself or another
from the pathway to the greater being—capability of technology—by the ending of the
time of a planet the battle is in the higher realms
Cosmospheres—once you have made a commitment, there will be no backing out, you
will not want to—Walter Russell
The Word will no longer be held from mankind—you are already enslaved—there has to
be survival technology
Man has free-will—some use it more than others—you don't have to come here for the
God-connection—pulled to mission—churches
Ronn Jackson asks some questions and Hatonn responds—multiple universes—lawsuit—
federalist papers—approach to Committee of 17—ego—gold
You are going to help Little Crow—he is White Eagle—he represents the Ancient of
Ancients—through all the lessons, you learn to recognize your enemy among you—the
Truth will tangle him up
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940514-1b

940514-1b
April 3, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THE MOP-UP CREW
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 The Mop-Up Crew
00:04 Continuation of 'Live' telephone call with Ronn Jackson—ancient brotherhood—'red'
man will help the human-kind to come back into balance—prophesies are built on
manifestation of human expression—we do not talk of these things in a higher
consciousness .. the true messengers are always killed
04:40 In 1987 you stopped your calendars but you didn't know it—you are a projected
manifestation of God's thought—experiencing—rewriting it
07:19 Ronn Jackson speaks with Mr. Silverhawk
15:10 [H] Hatonn responds—what was—Federalist papers—Constitution—Founding Fathers—
you have to look squarely at what you are—you all have different lineages, even in your
extra-terrestrial ancestry—Freemasonry—you can work within the system under the
Laws—the 'mark of the beast' is within—if you stay at the frequency of the Lighted God,
you will be able to counter their best attempts to harm you—they are after your soul, and
that's up to you—all of the answers do not reside with just one person
24:20 Contact Newspaper's influence—Ronn shares feedback—he speaks with Commander
Hatonn
27:38 Justice Department—Administration—leftist people—Contact making a difference
30:21 [H] Hatonn responds—presenting truth—perspective changing—you have to hear your
call—you have to come into contact with something—you must stop the brainwashing—
how do you know you can rise above the computer chip when one is implanted in you?—
You ones who are truly receiving will not hear voices—you will just KNOW—you have
to understand the communication system—players coming together
41:28 Colonel Gritz—economy and government
44:27 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940514-2a

940514-2a
April 3, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
A TIME OF REMEMBERING
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 A Time of Remembering
00:45 Continuation of 'Live' telephone call with Ronn Jackson and Michael Silverhawk—
problem in the Pacific—the adversary—currency of script—the Revolution—play the
game according to what is presented to you—Khazars—17th Century invention of the
word 'Jew' by the Khazars
09:37 David-el-Roy—Star of David is nothing to do with King David—'Jew' is not from
Judeans, from the lineage of Shem—America is new Israel
19:00 Infiltrated like a disease in every joint of your Nation's body
20:21 There will be joy—prophesies come to be as technology and the power advance—mancaused earthquakes—closer to reclaiming, the more will be wrought against you—It will
not be of God—limits to what Mother Earth will endure
22:04 Look at other planets around you—riverbeds on planets, then there were rivers
23:17 Living on a prison planet—many of you are back as wardens trying to rehabilitate a
bunch of criminals—why dump garbage population on a perfectly balanced planet
somewhere else?
24:43 Clintonistas—Janet Reno—Justice System—13th Amendment
27:34 Constitutional Convention—throw out everything and rewrite—abortion is murder—life
begins at conception—sex feel good?—or are you brain-washed?—if worth anything, it
has meaning—misuse leads to disease of the body and mind—get interested in bigger
things—what you have dumped on your children with 'safe sex' is atrocious
36:02 Must turn things around—major cycle evolution—no time, no space, only perception—
job is going to be between both dimensions—insight—no boundaries—knowingness that
is Universal Knowledge—not a time of DOING, but a time of remembering
40:06 What is hell?—What is God/Heaven?—seize the moment—brought to this planet—why
would a prison planet have all these wonderful things?—understanding the mechanism of
God and Creation—perceived time-warp
44:15 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940514-2b

940514-2b
April 3, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THE VOICE
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 The Voice
00:02 Continuation of 'Live' telephone call with Ronn Jackson and Michael Silverhawk—he has
been in the Arctic Tunnels, he has been in the hangar with our craft, he has met ones from
Orion—if you believe the Creator would leave you without resource, then the Adversary
has you
06:50 Michael Silverhawk talks to the group—The Patriot Network—God works in the inner
planes and the Adversary works in the outer
13:23 [H] Has to happen through the word—new government—frazzled diversification versus
true unity—"I will work with you, I AM NOT YOUR LEADER, DO YOU HEAR ME!"
17:19 The Liberator—Dharma was William Lloyd Garrison—it is not important who you
WERE—it is who you are—Ronn will keep readers—you have to know your enemy—
you have to have a voice and that's what we offer to you—a unifying force
22:42 We will always work within the law—when you put these things on paper, you will have
'the voice'—you need a conduit
28:35 Do not judge a man or being—judge the actions—The Council of Twelve from the
Majestic Twelve have some surprising members—two of those were sanctioned because
they changed
30:48 Mount Shasta base
35:30 Messages from the God-hood don't come booming through—rather you find absolute
balance and silence
36:47 Bush is an angel compared to Reagan
39:09 If you have to listen to someone, you had better listen to Bob Lazar—Cooper set up for
disinformation
40:15 The little greys did not come to upgrade their physical beings but the Reticulums did
serve a purpose
42:28 It is the time of uncovering all the cover-ups—Command will back off more and more
from your paper—confirmation comes from the Truth
43:30 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940514-3a

940514-3a
April 3, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
SAVE THE CONSTITUTION
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Save the Constitution
00:05 Constitution rewritten—men killed over it—constitutional convention—elitists—lawfully
put in what they did—humanists—Farrakhan—slave trade—drug trade—Anti-Christ
02:14 You are trying to reclaim an invalid Constitution—everyone is so confused that you
know not your enemy
07:25 Make righteous laws—God is represented by the conscience, and you don't want to listen
to that—abortion—marriage—license—responsibility—integrity
11:12 You have to base your Truth on what IS and not what someone is telling you
14:19 This is a symptom of the deterioration of a society—it is easier to accept no responsibility
17:00 Love is not a physical thing, it is emotional
18:25 Total confusion and chaos—understand before change
19:48 The seeds of Truth are there—you don't even have to clear the thistle out
21:12 Wearing a yellow ribbon is not enough—voting—it is possible and we will do it
24:05 God's abundance—your stewardship
26:09 What is your goal?—it's time to get you help—you had to make it to here first, to get this
play rolling—it is my role (Cmdr Hatonn) to find the people who can do the job—it is a
very human, physical job—God goes by intent, we don't deal in a physical world
29:00 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940514-3b

940514-3b
April 3, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
NO INSTANT ENLIGHTENMENT
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 No Instant Enlightenment
00:08 Goals and intent are set—intent is strong, physical is weak—that you keep on tells you
something—looking forward to fulfilling the mission and attaining the goal—no promise
of abundance to waste—you will have what you need—team work
09:58 Others will see it or they won't, you have to release it—no age, only maturity—you have
to know what is going on—you have to study what is already there—no instant
enlightenment!—you get it but you won't remember it!
13:54 You have two things going on that others don't—beginning to remember and knowing,
and an intent to do something—then absolute knowledge that God wins—what does
winning mean?—He has already won—going to be a change, either off this place for you,
or on this place—you should know of your security—fear ceases—hang your hat on your
relationship with God—you are going to have to come into Truth
17:51 If they be God in Truth, they will teach you responsibility for self—God has conditions!
19:20 God expects you to return in abundance that which he offers but you may have to give
first, it may not be money, it could be service
19:52 In the Pleiadian craft there are only eight Commandments—Etherians in Pleiadian ships
that are thought controlled—they will not harm you, that is not allowed
21:41 The adversary will always play with the human five senses—blood sucking green
monsters are NOT your space brethren
23:4 Your enemy may not always be the enemy of your government—only way through for
you, is your mission and your goal
24:51 Know that our guests today are here to work. Salu
25:07 END OF MEETING

940529-1a
April 22, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
CAMARADERIE
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Camaraderie
00:03 Places where we can share, discuss, learn, conduct some business—some camaraderie—
today's writing read and heard—wanting to serve and share—growth coming
02:39 This particular baby's needs—do not judge or denounce
04:05 Needs to be a network—growing—accomplishing—equipment needs
06:00 Massive communication problems—consummate business arrangements
06:13 You are being tested beyond endurance—you are not—stop if-ing—quit denouncing us
07:16 Arthur Clark book—Carl Sagan member of Majestic 12—things are not going to unfold
the way you think they will
09:18 I Am a Space Commander of a Fleet
10:48 Shared responsibility becomes easy to bare—DO NOT MAKE A RELIGION OF
SPACE COMMAND—this is a time of learning
12:05 God's Army—do not make your MISSION a church
13:55 There is a good reason why we do not come forward as a church—Arthur Clark's book
"Childhoods' End"
15:07 Mankind is waking up—you will be ruled by the 'big boy' himself for a time—but you
will not be able to reclaim anything for your self—read this book and we will discuss it
18:35 EJ reads writing of Sunday, May 29, 1994—'Messages from God'—illusions—
delusions—blame or thank God
21:00 John Schroepfer—letter from his brother, James
22:15 How's your life going"—families—how it will be
22:43 Gunther Russbacher—Ronn Jackson—banks
24:59 What do you believe?—you are to the end of your childhood—there are over 2 million
space aliens from Orion amongst you
28:01 This is time to readjust—end of reading
30:00 [H] 1933 National Emergency—declaration of war on drugs
30:51 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940529-1b

940529-1b
April 22, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
NATIONAL EMERGENCIES
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 National Emergencies
00:02 National emergencies established in 1933 regarding the money issue—no honest election
since—voids Constitution and the Bill of Rights
02:45 EJ reads writing 'Alert, Alert, Alert'—National Guard, Soviet Troops—comet around
Jupiter—Cape Canaveral on alert
04:31 Massive troop movement—Russian Troops here—interchange program to dismantle
missiles—stories in place
07:51 I Am on the Christ's side—I wrote the script of this play—KNOW it is an illusion, a
manifestation of God's thought
10:30 Your instructors are moving you away from God
11:55 Gabriel's child is called Immanuel—Gabriel attends this planet—above him reigns Lord
Michael
13:10 Mankind will not perish, but may perish from the face of the Earth—you are running out
of time to act
14:43 Teddy Kennedy was one of Ronn Jackson's ordered sanctions—Teddy a rapist—JF
Kennedy shot by his own men—Bobby Kennedy was a good man—this is the quality of
those leading your country
18:47 This elite smaller group making all the plays—they will not relinquish their power or
money—they use technology far advanced of your understanding
19:14 Too much hidden—6 tunnels running north, south, east, and
west—5 miles below
sea level—pneumatic tools—technology—use pulsars, cross-DNA structures, new races
of hybrid people
21:00 You have no alien enemies in space—all here with us
21:16 Ill intent comes from HU-man—must be ready for survival
24:01 Contact Newspaper—Congressmen don't have trouble believing in me—you won't be
kept in the dark much longer
25:28 You must understand the negative impact—they have already unleashed new viruses on
you—how have YOU allowed this?—pay attention—get on with the beauty of
expression and experience
28:41 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940529-2a

940529-2a
April 22, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
YOU ARE IN IT
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 You Are In It
00:08 My job is to see the end of the road and what we need to do—gaiandriana protection—
photon projectiles are introducing alien DNA, this will give you a tumor if your immune
system cannot handle it—it will alter your genetic structure
02:30 Hatonn asks if there is anything new?—earthquake activity—ring of fire
03:05 Ed Young shares information from Professor Soltec regarding the Pacific Plate—major
quake around Indonesia and Japan—reciprocals in California, Baja and Mexico
08:48 [H] Fire possibility in Japan—earthquake training
11:25 New Madrid Fault—Mississippi River changed its course due to previous earthquake
12:30 We do not make Armageddon, you make Armageddon—you will stop Apocalypse or you
will not—go beyond the cycle
15:30 EJ reads writing from Saturday, May 28, 1994—In the remembering you will find
harmony and balance—you are the children of the Phoenix—you know there is a future
expression—despair is lack of faith in knowing—life is not within the human physical
body—physical perception is but like a touchdown of a plane in an airport when you
disembark
20:42 There is evil—you bare my OWN soul—man can be destroyed, the essence of man
cannot be touched—the four forces will become unified
30:03 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940529-2b

940529-2b
April 22, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
CHAOS
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Chaos
00:10 EJ continues reading from Tape 940529-2a—chaos and chaotic system of the free-will of
society—predictions—linear versus non-linear equations—fractals
03:45 [H] Moving in chaos—equations—black helicopters—election results in a nuclear
attack—chaos—fractals involved
06:09 EJ continues reading—Fractals—in non-linear systems—changes in perception—war
facilities—tampering with genes—DNA structures—aliens
10:52 [H] Above and beyond the 'Overlord' is the 'Over Mind' and that is what wins, hold it in
your heart
11:17 EJ continues reading—I know the players, the script and the outcome—Truth in
Realization—Wilhelm Reich—you have infinite source and resource—Reich's orgone
energy—Cosmic Life Energy
17:18 It connects the entire planet—it can be registered—aether—it influences weather
pressure—it is Cosmic Life Energy—orgone energy operates throughout the universe—
gaiandriana energy—program your DNA
25:34 Perception of God, Aliens and of Man—reality of needs in a physical world
27:09 Senators are space aliens—facts are ready to be exposed—no self-respecting space alien
would be so silly
30:04 END OF MEETING

940618-1a
April 24, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
GOD PROVIDES POSSIBILITIES
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 God Provides Possibilities
00:03 EJ reads Today's Writing—Money and barter in the physical world—use integrity and
talent—point of Adversary is to fry the brains and incapacitate his opposition through
mind alteration and brain drain, the vast majority of mankind is mind dead, no longer
even thinking for self—gold to be moved—so many duplications running around—twothirds of population
10:59 No man can do anything for your salvation of soul, the rapture was manufactured—Christ
is a state of being
12:30 The true mark of the Beast—what about aliens?—present in colors—Truth will be
magnificent for the searching brothers—reclaiming balance is your responsibility
13:59 Rapture and beyond
14:26 Telephone call from Ronn Jackson—various subjects covered—Ronn's opinion on Arthur
C. Clark's 'Childhood's End', pages 180-185
23:09 [H] What have you done?—what have you learned?—no free rides/lunches—get over the
whole 'Mark of the Beast', go by the mark in your Soul
29:19 Murdering one of the purest entities that ever walked on this earth will not get you to
heaven, you still have a debt to pay for that one—wallowing in his blood will not save
you—some will go in body because they have a job to do—part of that commitment is
NOT to know the whole plan as you might spoil it
30:36 Expected to assume responsibility of that which you CAN do—be honest when you need
help—ask for it—many are robotoids and don't know it
32:32 Sometimes your job is to wait to allow others to serve—I know it is hard—barrage
against you is constant—very things you see and hold are not real
37:55 Nothing wrong with power if you use it properly—have to be passionate about the
injustice around you—God does not fail and man does not have to
40:42 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940618-1b

940618-1b
April 24, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
GETTING STUCK IN HUMAN ENVIRIONMENT
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Getting Stuck in Human Environment
00:09 Do you need billions?—who is you?—how much does it take?—nothing reasonable—
Committee of 16—needs its nation saved—elders and aliens
03:02 All of the bad guys are not on the opposite side, but the good guys are on both sides
04:40 Nuclear or particle holocaust—prana, scalar—pulverization of a planet—nuclear attack
will restructure and damage DNA
06:49 Man overstepped his boundaries when he recreated mechanicals—expression in physical
human-ness cannot create 'soul'—creator's prerogative—I can change their mind, their
programming, I can give them life, just like a puppy needing love—each creature was
created for a specific reason—ground squirrels—they laughed when God suggested man
raise chickens—don't look at the negatives
11:50 They are not even reporting the earthquakes—a commune is not enough, you need
protection, you need factories—I'm not talking about mere miserable survival—you are
going to have a ball
13:34 Your President—Executive Order—troops—bringing in foreign troops—Blue Beam—
you can't stay out of the system, you were born in the system—work within the system—
they will work with you if you are not fighting them
22:35 You can improve it or correct it, but only if you know it is there—Silverhawk cannot get
enough support, he has had to quit—you each must do what your talents allow you to do
26:54 Beware of the one who pulls Kissinger's strings—Ronn has to leave the call—free-will—
there are too many differentials in prophesy
29:53 Photon Belt—Gaiandriana—Kargosak tea—Sun's rays—Sun block
39:10 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940618-2a

940618-2a
April 24, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
FOCUS IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Focus in the Right Direction
00:03 Examples right here—Sipapu movie—define unconditional love
03:33 God has a lot of conditions—God is love, he can afford to be unconditional, you must
have conditions
04:35 God chooses his workers wisely
04:35 Where are your memories—responsibilities—get your job done, not as you want to, but
as you agreed to—it's good to know you are going to win with everything stacked against
you
12:24 It's hard for you not to know and it's hard for us not to tell you—God will build into you
what you need—"let me see, according to Thy Will", so that I do not waste
15:00 Make your decisions in wisdom—family—getting entrapped—you cannot force anyone
to do anything
19:06 Need more satellites—Russian's waiting—things are going to start happening—don't feed
them big ET stuff—their minds are already set—don't expect them to admit they were
wrong—there is no right and wrong
22:14 Mormons—Scowcroft—Henry Kissinger Associates—Zionists—Mormon in the oriental
languages means Devil/Satan—where does such an idea get started?—you have
humanity—you have mankind, that's all you have
25:32 Overpopulation is going to be changed by man not God
26:30 A man can get to know God in any church or in the street if he just learns and looks at
Truth
27:04 MEETING CONTINUES ON 940618-2b

940618-2b
April 24, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
A BETTER WAY
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 A Better Way
00:10 Support for Ronn Jackson
01:08 Massive amounts of gold transferred—jump in prices—world standard—Clinton—One
World Order
06:40 There is so much more to be written
10:01 Look at what you have learned through experience—I want John Schroepfer out—being
held so he can't testify—George Green
11:12 Happy Father's Day—question regarding Ronald Reagan—sold nation—Federal
Reserve—Russia—hot war—demilitarized USA—you have been an incapacitated nation
for years now—Gunther Russbacher—Ronn Jackson—Monarch Project—NAFTA—
Cheney
14:50 The daughter of Charles Percy was smuggled out
15:58 Iran Contra—George Bush, Sr.
16:55 A better way—concentration camps—get informed to the max of your capability
17:40 OJ Simpson a member of CIA since high school—mind control—normal for society—he
set himself up
19:15 Question regarding breaking down the veil—the true understanding of what is happening
will be massive, but you will evolve and it will feel right—awakening
21:50 You will all be there at exactly the right time—just hold to your faith, not blindly, but in
wisdom and reason
22:48 God will prove himself and truth will stand—infinity is a long time
26:47 END OF MEETING

940703-1a
May 12, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
WRITING 101
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Writing 101
00:10 [H] This should be lesson number 1
00:13 EJ reads Today's Writing—'Misunderstand'—what do you believe?—who is going to
save your nation? who is going to save your Constitution?—who is going to save
YOU?—John Schroepfer—why does no one do anything?—Satan is laughing!
16:11 [H] Message for everyone: Hatonn interjects—this weekend marks a major transition on
your globe—the use of National Emergency Law—Martial Law—your future is NOW
17:52 EJ continues reading—there is only one Truth but a myriad of ways to reach it—you are
either with God or against Him—if you continue to accept the lie, there is no Truth
21:54 [H] The Truth will make you free—give you freedom—the Truth of your reality versus
your expression
28:21 Mind control testing started in Korea—what does it take for you to KNOW?—when are
you going to KNOW?
31:22 Jerry Falwell—human error—Clinton video tape—speaks out of two sides of face
34:25 Things are going to come at you so fast now—this world only exists through the thought
manifestation of God—you are capable of 'un-creating'—cake metaphor
40:38 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940703-1b

940703-1b
May 12, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THE COMMITTEE OF SATAN
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 The Committee of Satan
00:04 They are doing their job—controlling gasoline—controls the
human physical
experience—things—they make you forget that you even have a soul
02:30 Once you have made that commitment to God, the argument stops, not the journey or the
task, but the argument stops—Ashtar Command—pick up everybody with conscious soul
essence
05:50 I can Create and I can Un-Create—together in perfection—how will God get through to
you?
09:57 If you belong to God, I will get you
10:57 The Ekkers
16:59 What is so important in those books, that they have been banned?
17:46 Story of the statue—Commander requires that children take responsibility for their
actions and that parents take responsibility for their children
25:20 God creates a place to learn—do not pull someone else away—test me, try me against
whatever you want to try me against
31:11 Think of a way to get John Schroepfer home—there was attempted murder here—there
was a full incarceration here—he is in living hell—I'm not going to give my enemies the
benefit of any more information from this chair—if you cannot get John out, you will
never be able to reclaim your nation—you take no stand, you get no support
34:06 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940703-2a

940703-2a
May 12, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
A LITTLE HISTORY LESSON
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 A Little History Lesson
00:03 Welcome aboard—what do you call a room full of people?—turning point—you have to
face the seriousness of your situation—Jews who have descended from the Khazars, not
Judea or Israelites—removed from history but it is still there—Jews who are not, will be
the first to be sacrificed—there have been many holocausts—no one remembers the
Christian holocaust—the Khazars are trying to get rid of the Jews—there was a
holocaust, there was death, misery, and horror—mankind must wake up—Anti-Christ
element—there is no such religion as a Judeo-Christian—they have hooked them
together, but the two have no meaning in the same breath—one denied Christ, the other
WAS (the state of) Christ
07:45 Six million—at the time there were not six million in the area—you are not being told the
truth—if there was even ONE, the lies reduce the honor of that One—all wars perpetrated
10:52 George Green—products, replications programmed—adversary so good at lying—liars
never tell the same story twice
13:40 Time in evolution—this is the show—when a planet comes to this evolvement—
incredible honor to be a participant
14:40 Government project in brain washing—Brookings Institute—the top
mind control
institute in the U.S.—Walter Russell information
16:56 There is no copyright on our published works—George and Desiree Green, Bo Gritz, and
Claudia—Master Handler—DNA replicas in 24 hours—48 hours a fully functioning
replica—Clintons—Camp David
23:32 You have all of infinity—I have a job, you have a choice—they will use mind control
against you
25:24 Marty asking questions—spinning rooms
27:13 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940703-2b

940703-2b
May 12, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
MONARCH MIND CONTROL
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:05
01:16
02:15
03:40

Monarch Mind Control
Hatonn: My mission is to inform
The entertainment industry is the most abused—totally controlled—no honesty
Waco—they had 'sleepers'—Monarch—triggering mechanism
EJ reads with comments from Hatonn interspersed: 'Use of Monarch Methodology for
Programming Manchurian Candidates for Social Violence in US Society'—what is it?—
structured multiple personalities—MKUltra—how it works—slaves/sleepers—triggers—
electro-shock—Mark Phillips and Cathy O'Brian—Blue Beam—Dick Cheney and
Ronald Reagan—satanism—Waco fiasco—meeting places—karaoke
25:21 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940703-3a

940703-3a
May 12, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
MONARCH MIND CONTROL (Continued)
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Monarch Mind Control (Continued)
00:08 EJ continues reading on 'Use of Monarch Mind Control Programming'—Bo Gritz—a
Monarch slave—alien schemes—slaves—operation Armageddon—psychologists—
secrecy
03:01 Owners of Monarch slaves—KKK—started by ADL—equipment
05:01 Sexual Slave Alters—betas—rape and electro-shock—Marilyn Monroe
06:20 Profile of Monarch victims—structured MPD—tattoos—men in the program
08:30 Summary
09:51 Commonly asked questions on the Monarch Mind Control Program—murders and
assassinations—Mark Chapman/John Lennon—Beatles songs—Charles Manson—
Wizard of Oz—memorabilia—Christians—Temple of Set
14:13 Hatonn interjects—you are asking me - How does it work?—Waco—Ruby Ridge—get
the clues—Clinton's bodyguards—you are in a time of horror, the future is here—there is
only one counter—you had better get your connection with God—reason while you have
reason—you are living in a world of mass hypnosis—knowing this is your only
protection
20:39 EJ reads Hatonn's comments—isn't Multiple Personality Disorder (MPD) really demonic
possession?—more on Bo Gritz with Hatonn's comments
28:23 Hatonn interjects—Sherri Yount—gold
39:40 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940703-3b

940703-3b
May 12, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
MONARCHS, EARTHQUAKES AND MORE
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Monarchs, Earthquakes and More
00:08 A corporation meeting with information for stockholders occupies the first portion of this
tape
05:23 EJ continues reading on Monarch Mind Control (from Tapes 940703-2b and 3a)—Bo
Gritz—a war against God
09:15 A report given on the condition of Marina since her hospitalization and surgery with
comments from Hatonn
12:25 Dr. Ed Young reports on earthquake activity
16:02 Hatonn explains why the Hayward Fault has not gone—narrow vision—OJ Simpson—
race riots—Bosnia emergency—National emergency—Clinton—they are moving
plates—Blue Beam
22:21 Hatonn shares biographical data on Ed Young, his qualifications and accomplishments
28:50 You cannot un-learn what you have learned—you need an incredible amount of
patience—gravity is density trying to reach its like density—it was a time of joy with
Walter Russell
32:17 Germain does not come from the same dimension as I do, nor does Tesla or Russell, but
we work as a unit—no lawyer, no money grabber has the right to keep the Truth of God
from you
34:15 We are on the threshold of wondrous things, blessings and Salu
34:37 END OF MEETING
Note: Tape returns to previous corporation meeting heard at the beginning.

940724-1a
May 13, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
HUMAN VERSUS HUMANOID
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Human Versus Humanoid
00:08 Ronn Jackson on the phone—gold—Committee of 17—Walter Rostow; Adm. Byrd
(Stephen M. Wolfe) CEO, United Airlines; Henry Ford (William T. Jones), CEO,
National Energy Group; Norman Mailer, joined committee in 1977; Warren Christopher;
Sir James Goldsmith; Jacques Santer, Prime Minister of Luxemburg; Hebertus Von
Gruenberg, CEO, Continental Tires AG Germany; Juan Carlos, Alberto Fujimor,
President of Peru; Edward Shevardnadze, President of Soviet Georgia, John McFarlane,
Hong Kong Banker, English Connection; Jean Chretien, Prime Minister Canada;
Tomiichi Murayama, Prime Minister of Japan; Barbara Jordan from Lyndon Baines
Johnson Law Center; Alexander Solzhenitsyn—Volume 2 of 'The Death of Camelot'
12:39 Human versus humanoid—misinformation and disinformation—you don't know what is
God—you have to get your guidelines in place—you must control existence
16:35 Einstein and Newton—clearing for Isaac, as far as gravity is concerned—others latched
on to these theories—in the translation of 'Principia Mathematica' errors were made—
everything in your physical expression is illusion—learn to control
23:04 The 'Civilization of the Universe'—you must create your future—13-million tons of gold
in Peru
27:40 We are going to deal in energy and mass; it goes beyond what we were given in Light—
everything is Light and frequency
28:33 Jupiter—they detonated a neutron device on Jupiter—get your goggles out—Photon
Belt—three days of Light will not be good for you—you are being bombarded by high
frequency rays beyond ultra violet—Australia and New Zealand facilities—there is going
to be depopulation—these rays will destroy your immune system—Mr. Christopher—
Syria and Mr. Assad—you will have to understand Anti-Human/Anti-Christ/AntiCivilization—it is all the same
40:43 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940724-1b

940724-1b
May 13, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
A SCIENCE LESSON
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 A Science Lesson
00:05 Hatonn conversing with Ronn Jackson
00:41 EJ reads Today's Writing—topics covered from previous tape (940724-1a)—anticivilization—consciousness—physical expression—perception—know Truth
05:43 Consciousness is eternal and the controller of all that is—conscious knowledge is
limitless and infinite—humanoid versus Higher Universal Man—objective law and
justice—diseases—dishonesty, mysticism and irrationality
10:55 Pseudo-humans/parasites are false humans who have destroyed their own being
11:52 Macroscopic versus microscopic
12:40 Advanced civilizations—5th dimensional technologies—they are free from the above
diseases, dishonesty, mysticism and irrationality—you are now very primitive in your
development—pseudo-humans can go no further—they will cease to exist—you must
grow
15:53 Laws of Creation—a rational being will never let go of their self-control, that would be
irrational
17:06 Nature of existence—nature of the universe—anti-civilization characteristics—honest
conscious beings anywhere in civilization are never allowed to perish
20:51 Redemption—harmful humanoids—knowing Truth
22:10 What is existence? (A scientific answer) E=mc squared—the C should equal
consciousness
26:30 Consider matter—stationary wave vibration
28:59 Conscious control of force fields—experiencing Light—particulates—you cannot go
back to unknowing—ignorance can be forgiven—once you know and you refuse to act, is
a deliberate act
39:53 EJ returns to reading—quantum physics
44:20 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940724-2a

940724-2a
May 13, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
SCIENTIFIC GOBBLEDYGOOP
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Scientific Gobbledygoop
00:05 EJ continues to read Today's Writing—continuing topic of quantum physics—human
consciousness is the eternal integrator and controller of existence—speed of light—
atomic fission/fusion—light, gravity and human consciousness are interrelated—matter,
energy and time controlled by consciousness
04:47 Hatonn interrupts to explain—Montauk experiments, production and series of events—if
you control your self—consciousness controls existence
10:10 Ronn Jackson must leave phone—EJ continues reading—civilization of the universe—
controlling the force field—limitless power and prosperity to every conscious being
12:39 [H] Questions or lack of questions from Ronn
15:35 EJ reads questions with Hatonn responding with answers
19:37 Audio quality very poor with sound fading out on remainder of tape
20:32 You will make it—your children will see you home
21:01 EJ with question regarding who has a soul—Hatonn answering—you treat everyone as
though they have a soul—watch your own intent
23:01 Next question regarding energy windows—there are energy vortices and windows,
especially over crystal energies on your earth—magnetic, electromagnetic windows—
always a result of effort—that open and are a physical thing—spacecraft—a blob needs a
blob to get on to
27:40 Cosmic Council—energy forms will gather in very specific form to handle some very
specific problems
29:58 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940724-2b

940724-2b
May 13, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THE BETTER WAY
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:05
04:36
05:05

08:33
12:02
15:30
17:10

22:26

The Better Way
Hatonn continues on the Cosmic Council—use your mind and consciousness
Questions regarding St. Germain—Hatonn will not presume to answer for Germain
EJ reads question regarding pulsars and effectiveness—Hatonn responds—you are trying
to use a mechanical thing to attend a conscious thing—if these things seem to help you,
then use them—you will outgrow all of those physical needs
Dr. Ed Young makes his earthquake report—Sea of Japan quake—focus 100 miles
below—volcanos in Mexico—no reporting—Zaire volcano
Ed asks about the explosion on Jupiter—warheads—nuclear devices and weapons—did
not ignite the belt—there was 'interference' or Jupiter would have been damaged
Question about a 'gathering' next August—1995 will be a big year
Question on the Committee versus Bolshevik Khazarian element—what is objective of
the two—Committee has the capability of more positive action—drug rings—power for
physical control of the world—Bolshevik element is Anti-Christ—the moment you want
wealth for yourself, you won't get it—this will grow within, you will not be able
to lie about it—Salu
END OF MEETING

940726-1a
May 13, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
PROTECTED BY TRUTH
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Protected By Truth
00:04 I come in Light, I come in Joy
01:17 Wally Gentleman—volunteered—turn around world through
imaging—music—
programming and reprogramming
02:42 Anti-Civilization—Anti-Humanity—robonoid—humanoid—two-thirds of our planet's
'human' inhabitants are literally robotic beings—soul-less—redeemable—restructurable
04:30 Commitments and funding—work where we can
06:05 It is now not 'if' but 'when'—no voice with media—Kubrick—Wally Gentleman
08:35 Time for us to be among you—the Jupiter syndrome—activities measured—when
nobody fools you—protected by Truth—lie detector test
14:45 Keep with the Laws of the Land—testing
18:25 Time is all you have—sequence of perfection—be ready to work—be prepared to wait—
no political anarchy—create your proof
26:00 Need the Committee of 17 on our side—Lucifer—there is a whole bunch of 3rddimensional places scattered around
29:35 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940726-1b

940726-1b
May 13, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
PROBLEM SOLVING
TIME
00:00
00:04
01:45
06:38
08:30
12:35
15:55
16:30

26:00
29:27

SUBJECT
Problem Solving
Spelt recipes—using the Contact paper—commonality of mind focus
Motion picture—Wally Gentleman—creating—focus on making this motion picture—
John Coleman—proper information—funding
Go for what is right—Hatonn is Fleet Commander—go inside to God
You don't know who you are—it is the time of sorting—Jason Brent—don't get distracted
by the planned distractors
Dirty hands—drugs—Whitewater—Clinton—gold—blackmail/lightmail
Every play has a script
If you are of God, you are a Creator—God, Thy Will be done to the best advantage of
this mission—you have got to do your share, God will not save you—God has a Plan
2000 also—it will be Joyous
Your future is for you, not for a fortune teller to tell you what it is—free will—you are
never through learning—it is endless—infinity is a long, long time
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940726-2a

940726-2a
May 13, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
LIVING IN YOUR REFLECTION
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Living In Your Reflection
00:05 George Van Noy—living, learning—your guidance—Wally Gentleman—right or
wrong—commandments—follow the knowingness that is God within—man birthed to be
good—learns to be evil—child is innately good
03:23 You had better come before God as a child—observing—living in your reflection—you
have got to know about the other half of your existence—bring reality into the beauty
of the mind within the illusion
08:44 God is just—we have been proving ourselves for seven years and we have not been found
wanting
11:14 This is not a spectator sport—you want to create and make history—you want to make
the Golden Age of Man
12:24 I am going to have a motion picture company here in Tehachapi
14:48 Don't you dare fall on your face and worship Hatonn!—revere—respect—walk with me
15:40 I am the wind beneath your wings—I will push you, I will not pull you!
18:30 Ronn Jackson calls—discussion regarding his release and the motion picture—Ronn has
Hoover files
24:02 Silver certificates and gold certificates held in Haiti—you have killed the soul of your
species—pulling in fragments—at least you are on your feet now—going to unify—true
to self
29:13 END OF MEETING

940731-1a
March 20, 2012
Laurel/Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
LIFE ON THIS PLANET
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:04
03:30
04:42
09:45
16:00
19:25

32:00
34:50
44:29

Life on this Planet
Let them eat cake—community
Stability of the Institute—structure—privacy
Checking phone numbers—phone bills—monitoring shipments
New game in town—Ronn Jackson—Ron Buckley—money—Gunther Russbacher—
U.S. Treasury
The way the government is set up—Crips and Bloods to Sacramento for training—things
are staged—friend or foe
Who is St. Germain—Thomas Paine—Free Masonry—the Monarch System—a Tudor—
Francis Bacon—Essex—Elizabeth—Shakespeare—Romeo and Juliet—alchemist—
Margarite
Declaration of Independence—Constitutional signing—Germain was there—
awakening—Purple Flame—Master Energies—Godly purpose
EJ reads Morning Writings—Letter received from Mary and Chuck—Ronn Jackson—
Clintons and Gore—Contact
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940731-1b

940731-1b
March 20, 2012
Laurel/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
SO MUCH TO LEARN
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 So Much To Learn
00:07 EJ continues reading the Morning's writings—Ronn Jackson—Thomas Paine—St.
Germain—Francis Bacon—William Shakespeare
04:56 [H] Major shift going on
05:55 EJ continues reading—Letter from Joe Schaffer to Contact and Hatonn, read with
comments from Hatonn
19:20 [H] Share negatives too
21:00 King of Wisdom—a Christed being—a Sananda
21:55 Francis Bacon translated the King James Bible according to King James
24:00 Planet Clarion—one of 179 billion inhabitable planets in the Milky Way Galaxy—one
massive universal mind
28:00 The world is a stage—you're in a big play
32:00 A lot of dual personalities
33:29 St. Germain—He will be a large part of our experience
35:48 Sometime you will have to accept that I AM real
37:13 Money and gold
38:20 Issac Newton—gravity—density
41:05 Don't blow away this wonderful place
42:00 The elite are having to cancel one thing after another
43:38 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940731-2a

940731-2a
April 8, 2012
Laurel/Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
BAD NEWS
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:04
03:18
04:50
05:25
06:30
08:00
17:54
19:27
20:45
23:35
24:10
28:51

Bad News
Gold—going up—good and valid business structure
Population cap number—8 billion—Zaire—population of Africa
Accept responsibility of self and soul
Cholera—immunizations
You are playing with Satan—Luciferian name—signs of the times—stop it!
Explanation of phone bills—Treasury-gate—Mr. Buckley—Salt Lake City—Ronn
Jackson following transactions—suspicions—Keith Boyles
Revolution on this place—foundation for restructuring—no interference—once the
Creator is gone, there is no planet—vanishing—Montauk, blue beam
DNA—OJ Simpson—bloody footprint
You have to think—Zaire and Rwanda—St. Germain—French Revolution—please use
Godliness and reason
You need knowledge
Ed Young speaks about recent earth movement—earthquakes
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940731-2b

940731-2b
April 8, 2012
Laurel/Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
DON'T TRY TO TAKE WASHINGTON
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Don't Try to Take Washington
00:04 Drilling holes—4 miles deep—test—drift of faults—stress—liquefies—slippage—
serious times
04:20 You are back for a reason
05:00 New Mexico Bubonic Plague—preplaced disease organisms—ear infections—
treatment—intent—worse than Black Plague
09:05 Occult Conspiracy by Michael Howard—Franklin Roosevelt—Committee of
Seventeen—Freemasons—Henry Wallace, practicing occultist—Abe Fortas—Fathers of
Country—Illuminati—socialism/communism—Russian Khazars—NWO—controlled
CFR—Russian tanks, troops and missiles
15:33 Use your heads, use your brains—start another nation—hanging for treason
17:00 Don't try to take Washington
17:40 Cosmonauts—Jupiter—150 miles, no warheads—you are picking up a lot of radiation
now—it's a lie
20:32 END OF MEETING

940806-1a
April 11, 2012
Laurel/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
DOOR CLOSES, ANOTHER OPENS
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Door Closes, Another Opens
00:01 Value resources—the journey—experience is a lesson—responsibility—seeing and
accepting
09:50 Things don't happen by accident
10:50 God loves unconditionally, but with conditions
11:15 Dictionary rewritten along with Holy books
12:40 EJ reads—'Reminders'—Tommy Buckley—Treasury Gate—Ronn Jackson
19:37 Phone numbers—credit cards
20:15 Who was Mohammed Keith Boyles
21:58 Treasury Gate
22:55 Help
28:46 Gaye and Evelyn
29:29 Brent reads Hatonn's writing on Doris and EJ
33:38 Brent reads a fax sent to Contact Newspaper from Charles Wright—Ronn Jackson story
43:50 [H] Light Bridges and Treasury Gate
44:30 Green Light
44:55 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940806-1b

940806-1b
April 11, 2012
Laurel/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
COURTROOM ACTIVITIES
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:01
02:05
08:00
08:40
12:05
12:44
16:40
17:38
20:12
21:22
25:40
27:28
38:50
41:50
44:45

Courtroom Activities
Green Light continues from tape 940806-1a
Why does Tommy Buckley have access to these massive certificates?
My people have been insulted
Court of Law—District Attorney—Jason Brent to make report
Ray Rennick
Do I expect you to clean up the Judicial System?
Be very careful in your judgments
Motley crew—God's team
Ronn Jackson
Hatonn speaks of Arthur Ekker (EJ's father) and Gaye
Gaye's writings—don't undersell your heritage
The Star Lady by Gaye
Commitment to God
Children must assume their own responsibility unto themselves
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940806-2a

940806-2a
April 20, 2012
Laurel/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
CHOOSE CAREFULLY
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Choose Carefully
00:01 You choose to do what you choose to do—choose carefully—take responsibility—don't
just exist—divorce—no right to backtrack—grieving and self-pity—dare to have
emotion, dare to have passion—dare to be passionate
07:40 God is everywhere—wherever you are—secret places—recognize His presence—move
to the Light—no fanatics—intent—thoughts—mind—lessons
11:18 Contact Newspaper—need to move, not stagnant in what is wrong—what is
12:45 Ed Young reads message from Soltec—earthquake activity—truth and knowledge come
from God—no secrets—energy of thought—you are standing on the threshold of
awakening—everyone a participant
26:00 Soltec on earth changes—changing form—perception—no limitations
31:00 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940806-2b

940806-2b
April 20, 2012
Laurel/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
REASON AND CHOICE
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Reason and Choice
00:05 Ed Young continues on earthquake activity
01:20 [H] Interesting things hidden from you—you must come to grips with—be prepared—
drilling process—a little more time
06:00 You must create—use reason and logic—gift from God
07:09 Honoring some who communicate—change of intent—responsibility of receiving
09:20 Everyone has to learn
10:00 Dr. Wendell Hoffman—honoring him—HIV virus—never kill—frequencies—you will
heal yourself or not be healed—you create the miracle
16:33 Where are we with our law cases?
18:50 Where are we with John Schroepfer—evaluation—conservator
25:25 END OF MEETING

940814-1a
May 7, 2012
Laurel/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
INSULIN RESISTANCE AND MILITIAS
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:01
03:15
06:17
07:30
08:40
09:45
13:50
16:25
19:50
30:33

Insulin Resistance and Militias
It must be a good day—time spent with children
We are the soul being of HU-man
Miracle cures and things
Tax on ammunition to be 10,000%
Look beyond—Gun Control Bill buried in the Health Plan
Ronn Jackson—starting a parallel government and let the other one die
Telephone call from Ronn Jackson
Montana Militia—you must always use wisdom and reason
EJ reads 'Insulin Resistance'
Woodstock—dead brains and robonoids—NWO—drug trade—cut off the blood supply
of the beast
32:21 Constitution—revolvement—laws
34:44 Citizen militias
44:58 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940814-1b

940814-1b
May 7, 2012
Laurel/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THIS IS THE TIME OF EVIL
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 This Is the Time of Evil
00:11 EJ continues reading on Citizen Militias, etc.
03:02 Religion a whole lot worse to cure—Crusades—Khazarian Zionists are the satanic
servants of the world
04:30 [H] Time of all-out battle for the souls of man
05:30 Unless you know what you are fighting, there is no point in the battle—one groupie to
another—can't fight the Word
07:45 Truth has no bearing in this world of evil and satan
12:50 Rayelen and Gunther Russbacher—microchips
14:30 Khazarian Zionist is my deadly opposition enemy
16:08 These are soulless beings—hell is the absence of Light and God
17:40 Doctors' hypocritical oath—the industry—addictions, habits and insulin
19:55 Pictures of towers scattered round the nation—frequency grid of control—every 5 miles
22:17 Computers—systems can kill—how can you fight a system like that?
26:15 Interpretation—court of law—no justice system—Court in Mojave—Jason Brent—
George Green—look at what they are doing—George Abbott—Mr. Horton
39:30 Russia and Austria—Kurt Waldheim
40:55 Ronn Jackson
42:33 Rick Martin prepares to read letter from Ronn Jackson to Ekkers and the Phoenix
Institute
43:30 MEEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940814-2a

940814-2a
May 7, 2012
Laurel/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
VIOLENCE IS NOT AN ANSWER
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Violence Is Not An Answer
00:05 Rick Martin continues reading letter from Ronn Jackson to the Ekkers and the Phoenix
Institute regarding pledge of financial support and with Hatonn's comments
03:50 You have a newspaper—and what it means
05:30 Rick shares information from his prison visits with Ronn Jackson and Hatonn comments
09:40 Setting up a parallel government under a constitution
15:40 Gunther Russbacher—project
17:10 I tell you these things because...
21:10 You have got to learn your lessons—hopefully wisdom will prevail—keep right with God
24:51 END OF MEETING

940828-1a
May 27, 2012
Laurel/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
JUST TELL THE TRUTH
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Just Tell The Truth
00:30 God in action—growing beyond kindergarten
02:45 US&P Court Case—Timothy Binder—Timothy Buchanan—George
Green—
definition of attorney versus lawyer
10:45 Everyone who have had access to those banned books should have read them
14;45 You will find the Master Teachers know exactly what they are doing teaching you
17:10 Spiritual truth—learn your enemies—who gets in your way?
18:20 Things not structured properly
20:30 Report from Ed Cleary
23:42 [H] Talking with Ronn Jackson on the phone—Germaine—Alan Greenspan
26:08 Ed continues his report
27:55 [H] Just tell the truth
30:10 Testing strength of souls—against money
33:30 Do your homework—adversary will never leave you alone
34:13 God has made sure you have it
35:28 Grace Bonuselio
36:00 Reading by Brent dated August 10, 1994—We Are One
38:19 EJ reads Today's Writing—Out of the closets
42:25 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940828-1b

940828-1b
May 27, 2012
Laurel/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
GOD'S WAY AND BUSINESS
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 God's Way and Business
00:05 EJ continues reading Today's Writing—Running my business—mankind’s wants—
Godly?—responsibility and being—actions speak loudly
04:18 US&P and Ekkers
05:02 Private wars and contradictions—planet in peril—ego—serving God
10:48 Politics—Bakersfield, California—Zionists—Henry Kissinger
14:04 What have you done to cause me to choose you for responsibility?
18:13 [H] Moving into service
23:45 Ronn Jackson—Germain
26:14 Scars that never leave the soul—illusion—create that which you want
29:50 Quit feeding that bloodsucker...
30:23 Several facets to God's plan
31:28 You have a right to cry out—know the difference
32:56 Recognition—wisdom—cop-out—growth
35:45 Bernie died—choices made—world changes—can't eat patience
38:40 If the Khazarian-Zionist Elite are doing it, you cannot afford it—different mind set
42:20 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940828-2a

940828-2a
May 28, 2012
Laurel/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
PERFECTION IS HAPPENING
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:09
02:50
04:30
06:55

12:45
18:58
19:45
21:48
22:35
25:45
29:25

Perfection is Happening
Yearning for perfection—lessons coming and you are learning—only by experience
Set your goals
Impatience—faith—work at it—thought expression within you
Gunther Russbacher—evil master—don't try to fool Mother Nature, God, or the Nazis—
Austrian Hierarchy—Kurt Waldheim—who the enemy is—crime element/family—AntiChrist
Time for God's people to stop being the blind ones—look at what is, not the facade
We're going to do it!—get out of the way of yourselves
Question asked about the blue lights—photon holographs—experimental—Atlas
rocket—high frequency—blue crystal
Question: Is this part of Blue Beam?—Christ energy projections
David asks question regarding sick jokes—preplanned network for building—
distraction—OJ Simpson—no loyalty
Ed Cleary shares about a space ship—knowing what is—sensing
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940828-2b

940828-2b
May 28, 2012
Laurel/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
SOLTEC EARTHQUAKE REPORT
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:05
02:40
09:10
09:40
10:25
11:00

Soltec Earthquake Report
Update on John Schroepfer
Brent reads Soltec report on earthquake—ring of fire activity
[H] Abundance of ozone
Brent continues reading—man's tampering
[H] Go in Peace. Salu
END OF MEETING

940911-1a
May 29, 2012
Kelly//Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
CREATING INDEPENDENCE THROUGH ACTION AND REACTION
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:44
01:11
02:05
02:30
03:06
03:40
04:33
06:00
06:30
09:23
10:14
13:00
17:07
17:29
18:24
19:22
25:00
27:01
28:24
29:44
30:29
41:02
43:57
44:22

Creating Independence Through Action And Reaction
Hawaii out front in petitioning
God does not do your work for you
Lean to rise ABOVE and BEYOND misperceptions and misinformation
Future talk planned about 10th Amendment—Hawaii—Bob James
It's time for unity; stop all the blithering about Space Command/ET's
Discussion of Haiti—Dominican Republic
Recap of week and occurrences
Getting back to sovereignty and Constitution
Comments about writings, business related to certificates—gold standard—Russell
Herman
EJ reads previous writing—Ronn Jackson
Germain and Alan Greenspan, Head of Federal Reserve
Gunther Russbacher situation, significance of similar lessons
Your own impatience simply proves your lack of belief
Gradual versus Immediate Action
Hatonn interrupts reading to talk more about media
EJ resumes reading—deceivers busy with projects, etc., restructuring America's
educational system
[H] Outcome-based education, Education Plan 2000
Response to out-of-control situation with Mr. Green and lawsuit
God is thought projected and manifested, which is energy
EJ resumes reading—Phoenix Institute lawsuit and media coverage of it
Associated Press article about Phoenix Institute lawsuit
Further discussion regarding article's mention of Phoenix Institute, publications, Hatonn,
incorporation
Article's emphasis on Mr. Ekker's comments
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940911-1b

940911-1b
June 2, 2012
Kelly/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
ASK AND YOU SHALL RECEIVE A REALITY CHECK
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Ask and You Shall Receive a Reality Check
00:05 EJ continues reading from Tape 940911-1a—Ekkers’ finances clarified—using space
cadets to discredit opposition
01:07 Carl Sagan—MJ12—Introduction connected to 'Alternative 3', written for "A Brief
History of Time" by Steven Hawking, Lucasion Professor of Mathematics at Cambridge
University—Introduction read—writings in margin—bridge to infinity is built with
thought, light and energy—the very components of the working manifestation
of God
06:50 [H] Infinity explanation—separation between manifested form and the invisible realm of
the Universe
07:28 Searching versus finding—your children are all you have—8-year old Kenneth's
petition—you are in a soul battle
15:22 Brent reads Hatonn's letter to 8-year old Kenneth—Fairy Grandmother's Tape—
adversary intends time to be that this time is hard and confusing—attend the children—
reclaim your republic—reality and comfort of life— God moves in passion, but always in
reason—thoughts are seeds—giving and receiving—honoring commitments—spelta—
knowing what you need—USA can move back into a Republic—crashed planes,
launched shuttles and missing payloads—connections—Haiti—study your lessons—grow
outside of self needs
32:46 [H] Alert for California coast—strange light shows—nuclear bombs that can be
detonated
33:59 Ed Young confirms events
34:24 [H] Missing satellite—pay attention to what you are told
36:48 Ed continues confirmation—meteorite sightings—activity affecting animals
38:33 [H] Offshore pulse beat around Monterey, CA is painful to animals—look at signs—
White Buffalo Calf has been birthed—times of chaos, stress and possible reclamation—
major shiftings—New Madrid
40:11 Ed reads earthquake alert from Militia of Montana, Items 1 through 4
43:16 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940911-2a

940911-2a
June 5, 2012
Kelly/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
MAN-MADE DISASTER AND RECOVERY
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Man-Made Disaster and Recovery
00:03 Ed Young continues reading earthquake alert from Montana Militia—earthquakes
through nuke detonation—FEMA will use emergencies to regionalize country and set up
martial law
03:18 George-Michael Scallion's September Newsletter
04:12 "Twinkle Twinkle Little Star" by Kali
11:33 [H] Fragments coming together to reclaim stability—Soltec receiver—you must not fold
15:05 How you came to be a Republic—Democracy is mob rule—manipulated society—
Democracy versus Republic—Native Americans—reclaiming your Republic—USA
bankrupt since 1933—Khazarian Zionist crime family—truth and circumstance
28:13 Bob James shares previous speaking engagement problems—Federal intervention—Kern
County Board of Supervisors—Sheriff Department's constitutional authority—
arrangements for Mark from Michigan meeting October 8—participate with distributing
brochures nation-wide
32:58 [H] Transition to 2nd speaker on explaining 10th Amendment
33:30 2nd speaker—10th Amendment Resolution, initially Ultimatum Resolution—usurpation
of rights—government into alignment—Hawaii model—final version successfully passed
in Hawaii—using Contact, Refounding Amendment—Ronn Jackson's call for parallel
government—Creator guidance and exploration—Republic about empowerment of the
individual
42:38 Paul mentions Hawaiian sovereignty movement—Ronn Jackson
42:50 [H] Likes the idea of a parallel government in Hawaii
43:16 2nd speaker resumes—repatriating the de jure Kingdom of Hawaii—what it means to
citizens
45:56 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940911-2b

940911-2b
June 7, 2012
Kelly/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
USE THE CONSTITUTION TO REMOVE CONFUSION
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Use the Constitution to Remove Confusion
00:05 2nd Speaker from Tape 940911-2a continues speaking on the 10th Amendment
Resolution
01:27 Paul—Hawaii Repatriation a model for the nation
02:17 Is American Samoa in the same situation?
04:04 Reestablish the U.S. under the Constitutional Republic
04:53 [H] Time to pull together Leaders
07:15 You can create the result you want
07:45 Once your judicial system is corrupted, you have no Law
08:13 Laws of Righteousness require responsibility
08:40 Planet will be depopulated to a great extent
09:30 The REAL 13th Amendment
09:58 American Bar Association—attorney versus lawyer
11:09 Claim your rights—people will want to join you
12:21 You needed no more amendments if you used the ones you have
13:04 Very difficult in these times for groups, movements, gatherings, and individuals who
want to claim rights
15:29 When you are bringing forth truth that is going to destroy your enemy, you are under
attack
17:02 Problem with marching on Washington—Joan of Arc
17:53 Problem with banning assault weapons
18:33 There will always be someone with a bigger gun—Jason Brent—who has assault
weapons
20:35 This nation can be turned around—leadership needed in the physical realm
22:59 Salu and Aloha
23:21 END OF MEETING

940925-1a
June 5, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
TRUTH WILL SUFFICE
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Truth Will Suffice
00:05 The Phoenix Institute—Phoenix Board of Directors Meeting yesterday—Bud Clark and
Patricia Young are being used badly—there are Federal agents amongst us—you do not
have to lie or steal—Truth will suffice
05:04 What George Green has done is unforgivable—Dave Horton—Mark Williams—Rick
Weber—George Green
06:15 Ronn Jackson—Gunther Russbacher—Walter Russell
10:30 Cosmos—40 million dollar gift for Contact corporation—this has been the most
incredibly insulting week of Doris's life—a nasty game is uncovered
14:28 The way Doris receives is like the old Morse code or telegraph: clicks, beeps, and pulses
15:35 Last night there was a show in the sky—all ships showed yellow or white strobes—there
was a change in the sky—absence of color—how can Venus move all the way to the
south in one day—that should scare the life out of you
17:21 My mission is not to save your nation
19:03 George Green stole gold—Hatonn is a reporter, a commentator—the paper—the word of
Truth about soul journey—Gene Dixon, Rick Weber is Mark Williams and works for
David Horton
34:49 Recap of Dharma in Court
42:33 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940925-1b

940925-1b
June 5, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
START THINKING
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Start Thinking
00:03 Continuation of what has and is going on with the trial—Leon Fort—Mr. Abbott and his
behavior—Hatonn continues to describe Dharma's treatment at the deposition and the
trial
16:00 Forged documents—seven pages of George Green's signature on John Schroepfer's
notes—Patricia blamed and used—a mock-up tape was made
22:09 The gold coins were never the Ekkers’—they have lost their home—1,000 ounces of
gold—4 boxes—George hid them—money borrowed against them—it was supposed to
be the Institute's gold—at inventory it was worth approximately 347,000 dollars—the
price of the 4 boxes of gold—now worth from 5 to 8 million dollars—don't give away
your collateral
33:06 Mr. Horton sits at the crossroads of his career—you knew it was going to be like this—
exactly on schedule
37:27 Mr. and Mrs. Green have conjured up an incredible set of books—they took it all and
stripped the files—the stock ledger of the Phoenix Institute has disappeared—he is trying
to force it into receivership—forced bankruptcy
40:32 You either settle or you go into battle—start thinking!—fight for your own property—
you do it on Truth—it is my mission to bring the Word and get a remnant through
43:58 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940925-2a

940925-2a
June 5, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
BEST KEPT SECRET
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Best Kept Secret
00:03 Hatonn assures John Schroepfer his assets are being protected
04:40 Questions from guests—Lucifer—free-will—in a play—no one made you do anything—
you participated
08:20 George Green says he bought the gold from the Ekkers and he has cancelled checks—
ASSK (Association of Sananda and Sanat Kumara), Sister Thedra—no bad intent in the
beginning—he did not have to lie
12:45 The Widow's Mite—John the Baptist—the Mormon crickets—John the Baptist did not
eat locusts or bugs—eating Locus and Honey, fruit from the Carob Tree, Carob, the
alternative to chocolate—look at the difference when you understand the translation
15:35 'The Galactic Human', by Virginia Essenes—Photon Belt—be discerning—she is a very
competent receiver
18:24 Silver Ray represents the Sanat Kumara Ray—Ray of Creator, Grandfather—Golden Ray
is the Christ Ray—emotional Christ-ness—in their purest form the Silver and Gold
represents physical reality and the soul expression—there is no such thing as 'the only'—
anyone can receive—there has to be more than one receiver of Creator on this planet
20:30 Dharma is not only receiver for Hatonn
21:00 Something will nag at you if it is not right—you may not understand it well enough or it
may just be wrong
22:40 Mystery and mysticism are not the same thing
22:54 How does a Soulless being live?—the acceptance of choices—robotoids?—programmed
humans—God will attend it
27:40 Question about Rudolph Steiner, his writings—Hatonn not familiar
28:20 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 940925-2b

940925-2b
June 5, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
SIZE AND USE OF BRAIN
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Size and Use of Brain
00:33 Question regarding brain size—black man has the larger skull size—NOT CONNECTED
WITH APES—trash in both large or small—merged species
02:36 Khazarian, Zionist element—brilliant—enemy to respect—trained you to be lazy—too
tired to think—terrible TV—sick, vulgar—laugh instead of weep—shrewd and
manipulating
06:29 Creation of black man was specific—replicate beings but cannot give life
08:40 Original black races—cross-bred and given life—outstrip white races
10:52 Asian races—destroy Khazarians—descendants of Mongolian Tribes of the Universe—
dynasties of Asian Kings—melting pot of various experiencing Tribes—intermarriage—
God made you in Light—Intelligent Light
12:52 No relativity except in expression—marry in LOVE
14:00 No race better than another—free-will choice—no color
15:38 Study who responds in most intelligent manner—political taboo—lost your balance—
control of the world—some are waking up—join together as you will not make it on your
own
18:25 Haiti—Nevada—black unmarked helicopters—focus on this, not arguments in court—
new laws to stop these meeting groups—no longer speak freely—organizers subject to
death penalty—Hatonn not going to fight United Nations
22:55 Democracy is mob rule by the masses controlled by the Elite—a Republic is under
Constitutional Law but the Laws must be just and Godly and apply equally—God is
being ridiculed—He who laughs last—Hatonn will have a long time to laugh. Salu
24:38 END OF MEETING

941010-1a
May 1, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: Doris Ekker and G.C. Hatonn
AIRING THE DIRTY LAUNDRY
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Airing The Dirty Laundry
00:55 Doris holds a Board Meeting in the absence of Hatonn—corporation structure held—cult
accusations—motion picture moving along—Doris reads the mail—George Green—
Zita—Rayelan and Gunther Russbacher—Kurt Waldheim—accusations galore—
thousands of dollars charged to various credit cards
18:45 EJ reads portions of Rayelan's letter—Gunther reactivated—"the farm"
23:14 [Doris] Philippines—contacts are Mike and Ed
24:03 [EJ] Operation "White Robe"
24:35 [Doris] El Dorado Gold—connected to "White Robe"—Imelda Marcos—Japanese
gold—National Bank of Austria—discredit Hatonn
30:45 [EJ] Haiti crisis—Clinton—Contact lies—what the Feds know—FBI
37:50 [H] Rayelan is in pain—Hatonn confronted the Russbachers
regarding energies in
their space which will destroy them—Russbachers under attack—Contact is not Hatonn's
paper—you have no voice in the media
44:25 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 941010-1b

941010-1b
May 4, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Truth and Consequences
00:05 CIA—Naval Intelligence—Edwards AFB—Larry King—Nellis Field—Sagan/MJ12
02:35 Rayelan Russbacher—Peiades Travel—Gaye Thurston—unauthorized charges to
American Express
04:57 Truth—Gunther Russbacher/Cambodia—Kurt Waldheim—Hapsburg—Romanov—
Peggy (Gunther's ex-wife) and two sons—commissions in the trillions of dollars
10:15 Agreed amount of our share, two hundred eighty million dollars—Ronn Jackson
12:18 People here go back a very long way—the on-going play—agreements with the highest
elite—only way off this place is through Christ—ascend
15:29 Verbuti—Satya Sai Baba—Babaji representative of Creator—Avatar
17:14 Counter-attack—can hurt others, not Hatonn—Leon Forte—George Green—Dave
Overton—David Horton—return gift
22:29 Hard to work for the side of good and freedom—NWO—scud missiles—Kuwait—
Haiti—white buses, black helicopters and troop carriers
26:25 Court Christie—Wyoming, a corporate shelter similar to Nevada—Stock Ledger Book—
Leon Forte—Wilmington Trust document—fractional banking—proper terminology—
gold will go up in value—settlement offered to George Green—John and Eleanor
Schroepfer—Ekkers—correctness
41:49 Ronn Jackson—Hatonn intends to win
44:31 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 941010-2a

941010-2a
May 8, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
SOUL GOAL
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Soul Goal
00:13 Scorpio land—words/definitions—transitioning without dying—illusion—manifest
particulate—you are a dense hologram
04:10 EJ reads Today's Writing—truth versus fabrication—gold, giver of life, taker of souls—
Overton gold—George Green—Horton—Abbott media blitz against Hatonn—by-lines—
TRUTH is the focus
07:34 CONTACT, 10/18/94, pages 94-95—gold as life force—pure basis of the DNA of the
drias in Gaiandriana—drias of Iridium and Rhodium frequency—gold 'powder' (very
substance of life essence)—mind soul and physical mind—REBIRTHING
CAPABILITY—you are a
'super conductor'—pulse wave ELECTRIC UNIVERSE—Sai Baba—Larry King—Carl
Sagan—PURPOSE—ETHERIC SPIRITUAL—other human species—essence- or soulholographic capability—Pleiades—religion—spirituality—Orgone—Argon—Salu
18:39 Break
19:42 [H[ Life will become a comedy—crying—soul needs to weep—crying to cleanse—tears
of sharing—emotion—grieving—rituals—soul expression
25:20 Ultimate mission—remnant—human mind—children frustrated—innate knowledge—
discipline—God's Laws and Rules
28:56 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 941010-2b

941010-2b
May 10, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THE BIRDS AND THE BEES
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 The Birds And The Bees
01:15 Don't buy into the 'group' from Canada and Switzerland—Rayelan Russbacher—Waco—
don't get your name on a list—family relationship is birthed in the soul—respect—
equality
05:09 Vision of the world—global science meetings—David Hudson, Dr. Young—Russell
(Walter)—Light—holograph—particles—knowing God—what is love—walking dead—
physical feelings, responses, and reactions
13:05 Rayelan—first to go and hardest to recover is respect—not speaking (pouting)—when the
soul is hurt—sexual roles reversed
18:43 It takes a man and a woman to have a child—Light—duality—control behavior—
male/female wholeness—primitive behavior—electric wave energy—piston-like
action—it is not you
24:22 Near death experience—Light—choice—in the presence of God—responsibility—
upward mobility
28:56 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 941010-3a

941010-3a
May 11, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
INTERESTING CHEMISTRY
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Interesting Chemistry
00:10 Incredible time of expression—brain training—transitions—Light Hologram—emotional
direction—everything in universe is living—Uranium, Plutonium—changing form
05:21 Ascend—particulate—Universal Law—David Copperfield—lighter than air—gravity—
getting aboard the ship—Laws of Creation—truth versus what we are taught—theory
10:54 Keep it simple—Cancel (frequency of water)—Gaiandriana—David Hudson has secret—
white powder
13:58 Your job—shortcuts—pulse waves—energy—HIV, healing—reduction of elements—
color for Iridium—color for Rhodium—reduction to a gaseous state—Verbuti—Mercury
18:07 Syphilis, spirochetes—Venus—Mercury poison—Sai Baba—bilocation—healing—
mental energy—secret of life—Gold is the source of life reduced into Light—gold coin—
hydrogen peroxide—glowing—transition—become transparent—this is what we are
about, not Contact, Journals—getting out—you cannot out think the sequence of events
29:09 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 941010-3b

941010-3b
May 18, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THE SWINDLE-EE AND THE SWINDLE-OR
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 The Swindle-ee and the Swindle-or
00:05 Mr. Horton and Mr. Green—"Ground Crew"—willing to do the work—managing your
life—no more games; Mr. Gunther Russbacher and Mr. Ronn Jackson—energy essence
souls
04:16 Physics of self—ascend at will—glow in the dark—higher energy form—satan—
invisible light—photon belt—boring information?
06:50 Seven drops, three times a day—Brita water filter—no magic elements—Dr. Ed
Young—Contact paper—elite idiots—spiritual truth
09:32 Seminary studies consist of church dogma—our mission—spiritual studies—get rid of
the messenger—avoiding truth
14:01 Are there UFOs?—mock-ups—Satya Sai Baba—rules of compressed atmosphere—use
systems that already exist—David Hudson spent millions—prana energy—Overton
gold—platinum—coalesce it—what did the ancients know?—white
buffalo calf—
oral tradition—elements of gold—must be reduced to elemental powder—drias—Salu
24:12 MEETING CONTINUES ON 941010-4a

941010-4a
May 22, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
GUEST SPEAKER, SCOTT TIPPS
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Guest Speaker, Scott Tipps
01:56 Mr. Tipps, graduated Berkeley Law School, fourteen years legal experience. He speaks
about off shore accounts—pros and cons—asset seizures—Nevada Corporations—legal
tax avoidance—Channel Islands—Caymen Islands—Isle of Man, Ireland—tax havens—
allegiance to English Crown
11:30 [H] Cort Christie must become familiar with these products
13:34 [Tipps] Advantages—joint venture—legal passports—punitive damages—fraud—"The
Book"—legal protection—costs to set up—business addresses—American tax system—
English passport—camouflage passport—Swiss passports
35:43 Hatonn comments
39:22 Question—What did you do with Venus?—[H] I moved the craft
41:22 Question—How do souls arrive, exit?—can souls choose who they will be?—[H] Yes—
choices—levels—dimensions—plans
43:46 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 941010-4b

941010-4b
May 25, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
YOUR SOUL RESPONSIBILITY
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Your Soul Responsibility
00:03 It is the ending of all things—that finds you at the beginning—walk-ins—renewal of soul
direction
04:08 Limited souls in knowledge
05:43 Lighted community of God—God inclusion—peace—the soul is free to journey—angels
09:18 Rayelan—compassionate God—me-ness, to you-ness, to we-ness
11:30 Conscious soul—old soul—in the end there is only Creator—purpose—you create what
you need for learning
13:48 Game over—when you know it all—absolute knowing—heart to heart—letting ones
go—pretending—you are stuck with soul you have
16:05 (Question unclear) In this manifestation you can change it—you cannot go backwards—
change to please another—lessening of self—negotiate—happiness, peace—denying
God—true insanity, you are stuck with soul you have
21:43 Addicted to mind-altering substance—addicted souls—souls gaining experience—old
soul—lost soul—do not judge—mop-up crew—evacuating souled beings—earthbound
astral souls gone—those who refuse to go—pulling back God thought—dimension of
'things'—re-cycling soul
30:05 Clarification of "I AM ATON"—Light—ATON IS HERE—dark energy—mind will not
accept—creating of self—only difference—KNOWING
38:32 Question: Who is Monka?—High teacher from third galaxy—Hatonn does not do much
with Him—Monka works with New Age group—destruction of this planet—NWO—
NWR (New World Religion)—one of highest and most advanced Commanders—zillions
of others—many labels—we are to grow beyond Commander Hatonn
41:53 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 941010-5a

941010-5a
May 30, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Questions and Answers
00:05 Tuieta denies Hatonn—dark energies—losing speakers—George the Dragon Slayer—
Ceres, mother energy of God—Hatonn, the Son (sun)
03:34 About the "Fairy Grandmother Tape"—tape for children—introduces a peaceful sleep
state
05:12 Increasing ones frequency, use Light shield—clearing space—if it takes 10,000 times a
day, ask—clearing tape, violet flame—Germain is the alchemist of the universe—
hypnosis—churches
12:21 Explain crop circles—language of mathematical formulas—pulses—communication
devices—hover craft—phony circles—New Mexico, Arizona
16:31 Damaged souls—protecting soul—desire for healing—Buddha, Zen, Sai Baba, Ramtha,
Mafu—note differences before your listen
20:30 About Mission agreements—Hatonn in charge—113 letters a week claiming to be
Hatonn—intruders—adversary feeding
information—clear space
27:06 About Galactic Federation from God star Sirius—they are not overseeing earth—this is a
freewill planet—pay no attention to any other star system—no status
31:47 Soltec, Monka—God is order—we build chaos—practical experience—create or
uncreate—God stepped in—cannot control what you create—Ashtar Command—
Athena—computer information—Lord Michael concerned with Earth—Germain, the
United States of America and its Constitution—listen to the Archangel Lord Michael
41:25 Explain regeneration of body parts—Satya Sai Baba—creating in wholeness—conscious,
unconscious—growing a tooth
45:25 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 941010-5b

941010-5b
May 31, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
HERE TODAY, GONE TOMORROW
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Here Today, Gone Tomorrow
00:30 You can grow a second you—you can give it soul
01:25 Increasing your vibration—no seminars on ascending—dispersed form, re-assemble—
astral travel—levitation—David Copperfield can fly—dangers—Philadelphia
experiment—glowing—remain on the path—perfect DNA structure—believe in God—
claim capability for self—when you know—light in room—Dharma's ability to see—
other energy input—light and sound—be careful what you vision—as you believe
09:26 Time of death—communication with death energy and pulse—saying goodbye—souls
stay around for three days—when light source severed—listen to relaxing tape—
Dharma's son—death

941028-1a
May 13, 2012
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
RELIGION WILL DO YOU IN
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
01:36
03:26
08:40
10:50

16:40

18:59
20:54
27:50
30:13

32:43

37:57

44:11
16:17

Religion Will Do You In
Do not think it honors God to wallow in the gutter
This is an energy sharing force field
Ronn Jackson calls
[H] Attorney versus lawyer explanation—You're going to have a New World Order
whether you like it or not—it doesn't mean the laws of the Constitution under God needs
to be forfeited
If you are waiting for God to do it—you are the result of Light—you are a manifest
project of energy—you live in an electric universe of waves—your experience is
projected as holographic form manifested into physical matter compression—you
perceive motion through action and thought propulsion
Religion is made by man, spirituality is a connection with God—Mormon Church—
tithing—you can only have freedom through spiritual truth
Scott introduces some guests—Terry Gross—Lonnie Cleaver
[H] Refers to court case with US&P
Everyone has the right to believe whatever they want to believe, truth or lie—Hatonn's
job is to present Truth, so we can make that next step to our spiritual truth—original 13th
amendment that was ratified was removed and buried
You now act under United Nations as a one world government—all the world military
will be a one world military force—knowledge will give you freedom—get it—use it—
police—reason evil is multiplying is because you are a learning field where souls can
experience
Everywhere you look you see God—everything is your relation, and it is living—it is
manifest from the Thought of God Creator—He will always manifest in the Laws of
Creation
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 941028-1b
END OF MEETING

941028-1b
May 20, 2012
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
DEMONSTRATIONS OF HYPNOSIS AND LIGHT
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Demonstrations of Hypnosis and Light
00:03 Simple energy—Hatonn has no wish to manipulate anyone—will never ask anything
from anyone that would embarrass them or bring pain—Hatonn gives a hypnosis
demonstration using Rick and Doris—you can be manipulated—know who is talking to
you—if a thing is against your will, nothing can override it—if he is in
the Light of
God, he will not be programmed
08:14 Using Rick and taking him back to just days after the crucifixion—he sees Esu wearing a
garment of Light
14:27 It is time for your Master Teacher to return—God said when He manifested that always
there will be messengers of Light—before the ending of days, we will be given the
Word—He will bear a new name—He left as Christ and returns as God—perfection
working towards True Perfection—He returns as Sananda
17:12 Demonstration with pictures and objects
24:51 Except through Christ will you make it—unless you reach that state in grace, you can't
make that transition—come into Truth of intent
25:43 Hell is simply the absence of God—you have Light and dark on opposite poles—it is a
gift from God to be able to make choices
30:18 What is God—God is Light—demonstration on Light—you cannot see Light—visibility
versus vision
39:36 You have got to prepare
41:39 Every tone of color is a frequency—every frequency is birth of Light
44:05 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 941028-2a

941028-2a
June 3, 2012
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
DEMONSTRATIONS CONTINUE
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:04
03:01
10:24
12:52
17:00
19:09
23:05

27:02
28:20
29:47
33:08
36:18
37:23
38:07
38:40
43:05
43:52

Demonstrations Continue (from Tape 941028-1b)
Magnetic energy—electricity
Look at what you do with your life
What is gravity?—electro-magnetic energy—matter manifest in density seeking its own
density
You're in the Photon Belt—cannot see the Light—beyond ultraviolet
Vision demonstration
Difference in a ship and star—Pleiadian craft—religion—science—currents
Demonstration with books—Old Testament reflected the Jewish/Judean religion—no
such thing as Jews until the 13th Century—created word—settled in Palestine, followed
the Talmud
Hatonn learns his wisdom the hard way just like we are
Use good judgment and discernment
Birds and flowers are the purest forms of God
Sananda means One with God
Evil can only utilize what is already created—the only way off this planet is to learn
where it is you want to go
Accept responsibility and be the Lamp you're supposed to be
Space Command is out there—big and bright
God will not leave you without help
Everything is Light
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 941028-2b

941028-2b
June 6, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
GOD HAS ALREADY WON
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:11
00:58
02:24
04:29
06:11
08:42

13:43

20:03
22:40

God Has Already Won
No charge at the door from the beginning
Manifesting gold—investments, loans—gold will go to $1200 an ounce
Going to court—Mr. Abbott—lying—Kol Nidre—Talmud—Koran—Torah—Bible—to
tell the truth
Doris Ekker ordered to court—Abbott shows no respect—Pat Robertson owns Associated
Press and is a Zionist
Will remove Mosque to build Temple—uzis—grow spelt—damaging photons—
Mesopotamia—laetrile—cancer is normal—cell mutation—immune system weak
Hosts of God—remnant—Ekker cult—business via corporations—Satan—enemy will
help you—man has to grow—you volunteered—responsibility—God in a court of law—
Gene Dixon—ego puts limitations on things—you are children of Light and God
Speaking French—Yeltsin—Hatonn speaks via pulse signals—Judge Coyle—Dharma,
bringer of truth—US&P case—names mixed—pulse waves—seeing effect from cause—
banned books
God of Light wins—God has already won—little children waiting to serve again
END OF MEETING

941030-1a
June 5, 2012
Laurel/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
A TIME OF LEARNING
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:03
02:15
04:25
06:45
07:13
08:04
09:45
12:22
15:00
15:50
22:05
29:22

41:17
42:32
44:05
44:37

A Time Of Learning
A place for all the great gifts
A time of learning, living, and experiencing
Energy—a very valid tangible thing
Mark of the Beast
Jesus—made 13th (Chief) cornerstone by the Illuminati
Covenant of Man—Brit-ish—Crown of the Church—Freemasonry
Remain the Lamp—remnant—Anti-Christ
Spiritual growth and truth is what we are about—unraveling mysteries
People do not know—the right reasons
Business discussed—refracted focus—gaiandriana—intelligent life—grow into products
Talk about the term 'Community'—looking for spiritual truth
Rick Martin reads letter from Ron Sace with comments from Hatonn—Anti-Christ rising
up—we aren't going to do it for you—make your own changes within—and with intent—
what you think is spiritual, is a lie
The battle is for the souls of man
Goodness is in the hearts of man
You have been fooled—you will reincarnate until you get it right
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 941030-1b

941030-1b
June 5, 2012
Laurel/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THE KNOWING
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 The Knowing
00:03 No perfection short of God—fun along the way—confirmation—stop fighting and start
living
03:04 Rick continues reading letter from Tape 941030-1a—'The Knowing'
06:15 [H] You are not going to get off the planet like that
09:03 Rick continues reading with comments from Hatonn
11:30 [H] New concepts—pre-conceived ideas—redemption—salvation—you are in an illusion
and can create anything you want—you must be creators on this place
23:09 Rick continues reading
23:50 [H] You don't think you are ready or you would be gone—you are looking for the right
thing in all the wrong places—learn through error
28:40 [R] Underground or lift-off
29:25 [H] Search for God and your connection—asking for help
33:25 Rick continues reading
34:00 [H] Power and wisdom
35:10 [R] Sheep for the slaughter—what is my contract?—the Moses thing
39:45 [H] Spiritual is private—stop looking for deliverance away from your job
43:10 [R] If I had the confidence through the knowing....to go on
44:41 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 941030-2a

941030-2a
June 5, 2012
Laurel/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
YOU ARE THE GUIDES
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 You Are The Guides
00:03 I cannot give you confidence—a state of being—self-esteem—journey starts with the
first step
03:17 Rick continues reading letter from Tape 941030-1a and 1b—one paycheck from the
streets—money rules—no contentment—awakening the sleepers
07:20 [H] Saving life versus illusion—you have all you need—havoc and chaos—Federal
Reserve—Illuminati
12:40 You live in a play that you have created—you are the guides—reclaim goodness
15:55 Rick continues reading
16:42 [H] Sananda is all around you—redemption in soul
17:16 Rick continues reading
18:00 [H] Letters waiting to be answered—looking for the wrong thing—money is a tool—God
will not do it for you, you make your luck—friendship—give it all to God—ready to
receive
25:15 Hatonn is Master Teacher
27:50 END OF MEETING

941106-1a
April 15, 2012
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
INTENTIONS PAVE THE ROAD TO HELL
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Intentions Pave the Road to Hell
00:04 Doris addresses misperceptions regarding a painful experience—gifts she shares—
bitterness—their house belongs to Millers—Betty's letters given and being dispersed by
George Green
07:08 [H] Need to express and share—trust—these are testings—sorting
08:39 Hatonn comes in service of God—lied to for eons of time
10:59 Crown of England, Head of Church of Jesus Christ—Holy Pope in Rome is Jewish
Masonic-labeled puppet—Israeli terms—serve God, not war—legal shenanigans—
repercussions—treason—a violent God
15:54 Hatonn against nothing, not even enemies—opportunity for lessons
16:22 Bringing war into space—will not be tolerated
17:45 EJ reads—perception—excellent resources
19:21 Impact—messengers—adversary—Contact—Spotlight
20:30 Lawsuits—Walter Russell—Dr. Binder—articles on Russell's marriages and history—
Lao Russell
27:22 Prince Charles visit—Halloween—celebration day for Satan—missing children
37:10 Cries of peace a sham—rain storms causing mud slides—violent wind storms—weather
modification techniques—beam weapons to guide storm systems—particle beam
weapons shot from moon create storms
40:20 Bolsheviks using weapon of hunger against Russia
41:24 [H] In a land-grab situation—NWO taking all the land—endangered species
43:42 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 941106-1b

941106-1b
April 22, 2012
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
WEATHER CONTROL
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Weather Control
00:12 EJ continues reading—summer of 1980—cattle dying—Siberian cold spreads a record
freeze—25% of Florida's citrus crop—a product of Russian weather modification—grain
embargo—Russian offensive began a rainstorm attack against the West Coast—
cosmospheres deployed—defocused electron beams
04:35 San Francisco drenched by torrents of rain—mountain slides—houses, cars and more
than 20 victims
05:18 Arctic air—Russians take huge air mass from one area and transport it to another—
cosmospheres—60-70 degrees below zero—flights delayed
10:56 Flight 90—plane tracked by Russian cosmosphere—armed with neutron beam weapon—
disrupts all electrical activity, including that of the human body
13:30 Thunder Birds—another neutron beam
15:15 Siberian cold and Russia planted at least five cobalt bomb devices under New York
City—US leaders refuse to heed warnings
17:48 EJ continues—Bolsheviks are Jewish Zionist elements out of Russia
19:05 No paper—Ronn Jackson
21:16 [H] Custody of bird for John—conversations with birds
24:46 Weather control—strange cloud patterns, grid patterns—pulse beams—Stealth planes—
technology—don't get sucked into belief system—harden children—full control
30:48 Monarch program—child pornography and training—those who serve God
33:00 Illuminati—Jewish element—Paris—German Bavarian Scholars—illusion—creationretraction—all things created by the thought of God—God has the breath of eternal life
which is soul
43:40 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 941106-2a

941106-2a
April 29, 2012
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
The Human Element
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:03
01:08
04:07
06:39

08:20
10:36

13:58
15:33
18:40
19:47
22:34
24:22
26:01
28:58

The Human Element
Man has achieved a level of technology—negative forces from other universal sites
Ron Jackson calls—Hatonn comments on Contact Newspaper
[H] Purification of earth—progression of man—experiencing—God creates the best for
the best—reflection of God—physical aspects of growth
Man gets up to this level to create, but he can't control it—he has no spirituality of a level
capable of goodness in his creative process—diverted into destruction—most who would
be in a controlling position are back again—more mature minds—some stay on the
borderline into the etheric to work with you—Tesla
Walter Russell—the elitist—fell to the ego level
In the '40s, in Tel Aviv, the first virus was created—technological advancement—learned
to create death—soul energy—DNA structure to recombine, takes eons upon eons—a
time for other souls who have experienced to volunteer
You have over 175 billion prison planets in your galaxy—God is not going to leave His
wardens on your place to be destroyed
It doesn't mean those still searching aren't going to make it—records must be left of
Truth—Universal Laws—know your goal—higher level is the game for your soul
Gabriel was Christ's immediate Father—taken right out of the river aboard ship and was
taught—Christ's Way
Saul of Tarsus—basically wrote the New Testament—called Paul—Jesus
In the underneath world below your underground facilities, they know who God is—
except through Christness-you cannot make it into Gods kingdom
You are alive and it's like with God's Hand just wrapped around you
Several enemies—human experience—Armageddon—angels—John—Germain
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 941106-2b

941106-2b
May 6, 2012
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
BOOK OF REVELATION
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Book of Revelation
01:17 If you expect the rivers to run with blood, they already have—it's more than 7 seals and 7
signs
02:07 It wasn't enough to hang Him on a cross; but now you have doomed Him—you're going
to struggle to find Truth in the lie
03:50 Image projection for eons of time to match Revelations
05:05 You'd better get your story straight and your relationship with your Father Creator
right—most of you are not at peace; you are still looking
07:49 God did not ask that you live in poverty; He asked that you live abundantly
08:14 You can search all over the world and the Truth is within—the world is set up to give you
distraction so that you don't get your job done—ones perish in ignorance
09:50 Must change outlay of Journals—periodical magazine
11:45 Service organizations
13:31 You're into the time where the proof is right there; you won't be able to hide from it—
documentation of the very symbology of ancient Egypt comes through
Illuminati/Freemasonry
14:41 Read and study everything you can get your hands on—Truth will stand infinitely
15:13 Man is brilliant; man is a reflection of God which is Light
15:34 Knowing the Truth will destroy them—you will rewrite the play and it will not end like
Revelations
17:21 If enough will listen to the truth, you can turn the mess around
18:55 END OF MEETING

941120-1a
April 25, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
EXPERIENCES WITH THE IN-JUSTICE SYSTEM
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Experiences With the In-Justice System
01:28 Becoming known—use caution who and to and where you go—what goes into the
paper?—checking out information—funds—legal cases to be fought—Jerry Spence—
Judge Ito—internment camps—win based on law—US&P case—Dharma threatened—
Lao Russell—plagiarism
11:19 Talmud—Khazarians (adversary's children)—lies—Zionists—aliens—power/money—
$25,000 settlement—Tavistock
15:35 Retractions—spiritual attitudes—Walter Russell—wrong scientific data—Newton—
Voltaire—Timothy Binder—Prince Charles
19:58 Why all of this?—working together—Russell divorce unlawful—Blue Book of
England—$100 a month alimony—choices in knowing—consequences
26:50 Shutting up Hatonn—Constitution—Timothy Binder
29:57 Lonny Cleaver—evil is a religion—limitations, restrictions, and conditions—
instructions—evil—Creator
33:35 Summary judgment filed—Cleaver affidavit—religion—membership aspects—wishes—
Esu Immanuel
39:49 Rick reads Ann Forbes' letter regarding 'Alien Abductions and Agreements—Ronn
Jackson—depopulation
42:08 Mandela—turmoil, misery—dying
43:01 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 941120-1b

941120-1b
April 26, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
GROWING INTO KNOWING
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Growing Into Knowing
00:05 Rick continues reading Hatonn's response to Ann Forbes' letter (Tape 941120-1a), asking
for information to present to a Harvard Professor on the subject of alien
abductions/agreements. There are no agreements—aliens among us—satanic forces—
Khazarian Jews—Freemasonry and Crown of England—evil is real—depopulation
10:29 End of reading
10:40 [H] God is such simplicity
11:10 Religion—Tehachapi—brotherhood—community—Bosnia—Ireland—Jewish Khazarian
Masonic Order—blood of Christ—people of the lie—Christians killed by Khazarian
Jewish Communists—gas chambers—the lie got too big—USA—mass rule
24:32 EJ reads Hatonn's writing—spiritual Light—knowing—darkness—balance—reverence—
HU-man—truth—success—intent—pets—grace—self-responsibility—Light and Love
43:02 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 941120-2a

941120-2a
April 26, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
SPECIAL REPORT
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Special Report
00:05 Professor Lonny Cleaver, Southern Methodist University, Evaluation of the Tehachapi
non-group vis-a-vis other religions Brent reads: US. District Court in and for the Eastern
District of California University of Science and Philosophy—Plaintiff versus George
Green, Desiree Green, America West Publishers, EJ Ekker and Doris Ekker, Tehachapi
Distributing, Inc., a Nevada Corporation, Phoenix Liberator, Inc., Nevada Corporations,
Defendants
00:55 DECLARATION OF PROFESSOR LONNY D. CLEAVER
(This information is expressed with the authority of a Cohan.)
Declaration continues on Tape 941120-2b with comments by Hatonn
29:33 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 941120-2b

941120-2b
April 26, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
SPECIAL REPORT (Continued)
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Special Report (Continued)
01:30 Relying on each other—memories taken from John—Hatonn comments on and adds
information to the Declaration written by Dr. Lonny Cleaver from Tape 941120-2a—
Hatonn would like DECLARATION in book form with Lonny Cleaver acknowledged for
his work—this is what we are about—you are your rescuers—God will not leave you
15:27 Brent continues reading of Declaration
24:20 End of reading
24:26 [H] This was written for a specific situation—First Amendment—constitutional rights—
covering truth with lies—tithing—use the laws of the land—book of life and truth—
manifest physical expression—Tower of Babel—creating what you need—know what
came before
29:19 END OF MEETING

941127-1a
April 16, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
BIBLE STORIES
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Bible Stories
00:14 Parents, children—holidays—thank you via Hatonn—passing the baton—sorting—
destination
04:30 EJ reads Hatonn's writing—Republicans, Republic
06:00 [H] passed Federal Reserve bill in the middle of the night—beware
06:31 [EJ] Word of God for everyone—products—getting Ronn Jackson released—lawsuits—
secret keys—grudges—opinions
11:19 Timothy Binder—truth—word—Philadelphia experiment—USS Eldridge—Al Bielek—
survivors crazy, nuts—Montauk—dissolving and reforming—top secret and beyond
15:06 Ronn Jackson call—out this week—chit, chat
17:04 EJ continues reading—validity—fini
17:47 There was no Moses as presented—your enemy wrote it—Nebuchadnezzar—violence
and war, not at the hand of God—beware—crusades—Holy Church—Pope out of Jewish
Freemasonry—dual directions—save self and Constitution—chosen land—Israel
Homeland—KKK—Jesus not a Jew—term Jew
25:02 Aliens among us—you are from the tribes of the Anunnaki—Anu—Prime God, Marduk
Ra—Sumar—Tower of Babel was a launch pad—Masons—you are with the Beast—
Christians—cornerstones—Christmas lie
31:33 South Africa—black population—Apocalypse—uncovering of lies—who is with me—
Jackson, Russbacher—Rodney Stitch—collateral government—my people—truth
rebounds—alien technology
42:54 Where are we going?—where is Christ?—God Creator—Yhwh
44:24 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 941127-1b

941127-1b
April 22, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
GETTING OFF THE WHEEL
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:06
02:03
05:41
07:46
09:37
10:59

18:00
20:40
26:34
28:17
34:01
35:14
37:30
44:17

Getting Off The Wheel
Names of God—He asks you to KNOW
Hate crimes—depopulation—"They" want your Soul—the lies
I, Hatonn come with the Hosts—we agreed to be here—Ranos, Brotherhood of God—
Ra—Philos—Atlantis, Egypt—the wheel
Personal time—God speaks to Hatonn—rewards—sailing ships
You try to believe—more of you than there are of them—it's about your SOUL
relationship with GOD
Evolvement—illusion—see better with eyes shut—hold a vision of what you want—
Ronn Jackson—funding—Committee of 16 and/or 300—Constitution—freedom—
Armageddon is a lie—Pleiadeans not liked in the Cosmos—Lizards and Greys
Watch the news—snatching of children—terror—creating what you need—Sananda
Jews still waiting for the Messiah—cornerstone—truth—soul energy—Esu is not a
wimp—God is Truth
Rick reads a portion of Journal Number Two—on the hill—scrolls preserved on the
Pleiades
[H] Gabriel—John the Baptist—Celestial Sons—Moses—Golden Calf—serpent—
Akhenaton—lifted us off planet
Rick continues reading—blessed are they (Beatitudes)
[H] Following false teachings—participating when you know—salt—chemical
formula—intention
Rick reading—let your Light shine—Laws of Creation
MEETING CONTINUESON TAPE 941127-2a

941127-2a
April 23, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THE TRUTH AND NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 The Truth And Nothing But The Truth
00:06 Mormons—Pope of Rome—Jewish Freemasons—Pharisees—Sadducees—Khazarian
Tribes—Roman Catholic—Joseph Smith
02:48 Rick reads from Journal 2—The Perfect Prayer
14:12 [H] We hold the keys—creating our own journey—believing and knowing
16:07 Healing by faith—Benny Hein—illness—supplements—addiction—fear—television
shows—control of body
22:51 Homosexuality—responsibility—abortions—euthanasia—truth
28:10 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 941127-2b

941127-2b
April 24, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
DREAMING AND DOING
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Dreaming and Doing
00:05 John works at explaining his thoughts—Hatonn explains the experiences that cause the
confusion—energy versus matter—Fairchild/Boeing—USS Eldridge—materialized at
UN Building—cosmic energy—dispersion of matter
08:51 Fear of not fulfilling one's mission—writing may help—we can create—Ronn Jackson
12:48 Reason for remnant making it in the physical—real knowing energy—etheric beings—
physical beings—function in both minds—God is the Creator of illusion—Creator with
God—agreements—spirit form—work on real plane—knowing—sequence—no memory
of dream—radiance—movie "Ghost"—need for body—serious trouble in our illusion—
positive thinking—parallel government—you are a holograph manifest—goal is to get
back with God—evaporating
26:01 END OF MEETING

941211-1a
April 12, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
1994 DERIVATIVE MARKETS WILL DESTROY THE U.S.—2012 ALMOST DONE
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 1994 Derivative Markets Will Destroy The U.S.—2012 Almost Done
00:34 How fast the underground works
01:15 Getting down to the "Nitty Gritty"—Hatonn's obligations—Hatonn comes via the
Pleiades, so do you—Army of Light—no money coming in from Gold Certificates—
Russbacher incident—ADL—the honor of serving God and the Creation
06:11 What happened?—bring truth—Word swept underground—Orange County bankrupt—
Morgan-Warburg—Zion National Bank—Freemason Illuminati Branch—churches
demanding copies of peoples tax returns—Christ, Anti-Christ—Christians
12:18 Anti-Christ is a parasite—flukes—Kathy's program—parasite that cross through
placenta—diabetes—worms
15:40 Eustace Mullins—FBI—Hoover-Ekkers
17:29 Eustace Mullins—Rush Limbaugh—Democrats direct product of parasites—
Communism—Jocelyn Elders—Republicans—Ronn Jackson
21:08 Work done from prison—Grandma—Gold Certificate—banks—Federal Reserve—
Oklahoma—complainers—forty-million dollars—Nation bankrupt—derivative market—
Bob Citrin—EJ's work experience
29:09 Modus Operandi—Orange County, California—winners, losers—shift one to coins—
want to make you helpless—parasites in control
34:05 Hatonn outlines various tapes and information to be shared—not compulsory—Pleiades
ancestry and ours goes back to Lyra
37:10 Call from Ronn Jackson—complaints regarding exaggerations—do the math—Grandma
41:26 Coming into knowing—fluke symbolic of parasitic people—crop circles; a simple
process
43:55 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 941211-1b

941211-1b
April 13, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
PARASITES AND FLUKES
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Parasites and Flukes
00:13 Billy Meiers usurped by Silver Star Center—Semjase—Asket, from Dal Universe—
Pleiades
02:13 Eustace Mullins—not angry with Vina—money for Eustace
03:35 EJ reads Commanders writing—banks—Ronn Jackson's letters—Grandma's letter—
mission focused on the U.S.—banks in closure?—earthquakes—quantity—signatures—
Russbacher—Hatonn is etheric—wind and light—Grandma—our workers
15:20 Eustace on parasites—B'nai B'rith—Jews/Gentiles—flukes and other parasites—
Khazarian misfits—Luciferians kicked out of Cosmos—Luciferians wrote the Bible—
Jehovah—Satan—illusion—thought of God—null time—Hosts—Little Greys, White
Sands—Yucca Flats—dead aliens—interference—God created us
24:25 God is not a parasite—Hatonn answers to God—Walt Rostow, deadly man—God will
use with/what is available—restructuring America—Washington, D.C. belonged to
parasites—George Washington—parasites don't know how to work—through Creation
will come freedom—Common Law out of England—Protocols of The Elders of Zion—
Communist Manifesto—oaths—Christ/Anti-Christ—dangerous people—years of
brainwashing—tampering with the Bible—control
33:29 Group listens to radio program 'Sightings'—crop circles—glowing orbs—government
and/or ET's involved?—crafts—lights—witnesses testimony
43:47 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 941211-2a

941211-2a
April 14, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
SIGHTINGS RADIO PROGRAM
(Continued from Tape 941211-1b)
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Sightings Radio Program (Continued from Tape 941211-1b)
00:20 Ancient Astronaut Society—stylized insects—masks of alien people—Zechariah
Sitchin—planets coming into earth's orbit
02:39 Alien evolution
02:52 Philadelphia—skull of a woman—forensic sculptor, Frank Bender—Jackie Goff case
07:03 Ghosts of California Gold Country—Willow Hotel—1862 mine disaster—apparitions
14:00 Katie's premonition of her death—tunnel of light—Dr. Jampolsky
23:59 Ohio State University—"The Big Wow"—signal from space—radio telescope, the big
ear—Louis Friedman—CETI program—THE PLANETARY SOCIETY
29:22 END OF MEETING

941218-1a
April 10, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
GRANDMA, AGAIN AND AGAIN
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Grandma, Again and Again
00:13 Today is EJ's birthday—everything is exactly right for what needs to be done—Ronn—
we need to impress truth—over and over we are sabotaged—don't misinterpret what is
said
03:55 Grandma and the Gold Certificate she found—Ronn Jackson—saving the Constitution—
responses to writings in Contact—Vina's forty million
06:09 Cosmos Seafood—asking Hatonn via Rick—Vina and banking—Federal Reserve—
Greenspan—interest rates going up—Paul—Clinton
11:12 Contact barely hanging on—how to work with the bank—when God offers help—Bo
Gritz—Hatonn looks like a blob of light—Hatonn tired of his people being lied to—bank
closures—take back your nation—get back to God
18:34 EJ reads letter from Grandma—her $2.4 billion
23:30 [H] Richard Snell—Clinton—focus your attention on Snell—Esu Immanuel Sananda
born on August 8th, Isaac Newton born on December 25th—focus on goodness—taxes—
Clinton
27:32 Show of power—Ed Young—CNN—power failures—low level electromagnetic
interference—system sends pulses into the high atmosphere—pay attention to what they
are not saying—watch what they are doing—merger of Morgan and Warburg—most
powerful and wealthy
33:58 Federated Department Stores, Macy's—Zionist Anti-Christ element—Jerry Falwell—
cannot be Judeo-Christian—Pharisees
36:07 Christmas—Santa represents a "giving" entity
37:23 I, Hatonn, am with the Hosts of God—the mess we are in—Edie Koenig—ego—right
intent—Ronn Jackson—Russbacher, Rayelen spreads poison—$10,000 stolen—$22,000
put on Ekkers’ card
42:56 Angels—dark or good—monsters
44:17 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 941218-1b

941218-1b
April 7, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
ALL THE EGOS OF ALL THE PEOPLE
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:03
00:16
01:05
03:50
05:08
07:55
09:02
11:15
13:33
17:05

23:55
25:58
27:11
27:38
30:03
32:51
39:21
43:24

All the Egos of All the People
When Paul gets to heaven, you will hear him laugh
You are the projected thought of God—focusing the mind
Ronn Jackson—magic answers—truth bearer—Ron Carlson
Best use of Contact—Vina can't hear advice—Cosmos mess
Two ladies—Golden Ray—Silver Ray—Dharma—shut speaker down—nit pickers
Sananda—Republicans—Democrats—Constitution—getting to God
Jewish comedian—God's mistakes—yiddish names
Vina's writing—America bankrupt morally and spiritually
Ed Young regarding Vina's ramblings—too much rewriting of her material
Rick reads letter from Grandma (Vina)—money always short for paper—priorities—
Hatonn to Grandma—explains how to use Certificate—clarifies Vina's
misunderstanding—letter from Grandma—Certificate was a gift from God to Vina—
bequeathed forty million to the Phoenix Institute
Rick reads Hatonn's second writing—a will connected to gold certificates—bad
advisors—Treasure Gate Cosmos players
Letter from Vina—accusations
EJ's reply to Vina
Rick reads Hatonn's letter to Vina—clarification—Vina has been infiltrated—Contact
Newspaper
[H] All the egos of all the people—mistrained and miseducated
Christmas goodness—abundance—your talents—service—Sipapu Odessey
Christ—Esu—Paul—Pharisees—Mohammed—Satanism—power—soul
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 941218-2a

941218-2a
April 4, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THE PHYSICAL IS WHERE CHOICES ARE MADE
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 The Physical Is Where Choices Are Made
00:06 Where am I in my journey?—where are others—establish transition into intent—
transition into a bigger job—no time lost
04:04 Not wanting to be alone—being free—Hatonn has whole team on his side
05:19 God promised the Word—have you read the script, instructions?—some needing help—
write it down, send it somewhere
07:20 You have no corner on problems
07:46 Some children are angry—parents are people too—how can a mother drown her
children?—the breaking point—the wrongness of judging?
09:20 George Green and $350,000 in gold coins—selling out—confront God—know your
enemy—the Constitution
11:21 You are either for me or against me—Laws of God
12:01 Blood is a physical mass—blood passes within the parasite within the cell—blood is a
dead product—Gaiandriana
13:35 If you do not want advice, don't ask—you need experiences
15:28 Dave came but did not stay—some isolate themselves in order to focus self—etheric
energy
17:04 There are bugs, electronic surveillance all over this property—Edwards AFB
19:09 Dave's work—energy lines and pulse systems—UFO community—Bob Lazar, Al Bielek,
George Green, Bill Cooper, Billy Meier—Silver Star Center—negative input given to
aliens in control—absolutely correct and entirely wrong—who is who
24:30 Hatonn periodically shuts down all circuitry—Dave can be helpful—you will need to
reach out
26:18 Journalistic responsibility—Ed sensitive to earth changes
29:09 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 941218-2b

941218-2b
April 3, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THE DARK AND THE LIGHT
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 The Dark and the Light
00:04 Listening not thinking—Integraton at Yucca Valley—three alien types—Earthians—
Ashtar Command
02:00 Cosmic Code of Ethics—robotic beings—macro-cephalic—grid and HAARP systems
03:51 I, Hatonn, come via Pleiades—lineage from Lyra
05:25 Sensor oriented to waves, pulses, and streams—creative principle
07:58 Keep the Light around you—Fascists—Doheny's—Easter Island—Stonehenge—evil
energy—power—be aware
11:26 Gene shares status regarding Snell, Ronn Jackson cases—Maholy
21:41 Get into balance for holidays—a time of sharing
22:54 EJ reads Hatonn's Christmas Message—Esu Jesus Immanuel—transitions—Lynn—
Newton—Satan Claus
29:07 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 941218-3a

941218-3a
March 27, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
LAWYER JOKES
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Lawyer Jokes
00:20 EJ reads Today's Writing—Richard Snell—prison—helping a brother—love—mind—
soul
03:20 Ten foot lizard—what is God?—adversary
04:20 The real beast—man—Mark of the Beast—finding God—Rulers and Kings—kingship
over self
08:16 Overton gold—George Green—Ekkers—court of injustice—ADL
10:32 Lawyer jokes
16:37 Holiday message—God gives and re-gives
17:29 Jews—Henry Kissinger—Zionists—parasites—National Enquirer—clear and present
danger—Supreme Rabbincal Court—Marvin S. Adleman, Chief of five-man court—excommunication of Kissinger—Israeli Consulate in New York—Protocols and Talmud
23:07 Christmas message—Zionist bastards—Pharisees—there are no Christian Jews
25:10 One thousand dollar reward—Hans Stuven—Circle Bible Study
26:16 May we walk in Light
27:08 [H] Comments, questions and Sipapu
29:01 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 941218-3b

941218-3b
March 22, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
FROGS AND SERPENTS
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Frogs and Serpents
00:04 Continuation from previous tape—reincarnation
00:44 Willy Nelson, Johnny Cash, Kris Kristopherson, Waylan Jennings—song about going
round and round—found God along the way—born again—the trap set for entertainers,
drugs and alcohol
02:46 Jews—the Serpent People have been around forever—Egypt—Atlantis—Mu—seven
serpents, seven candle sticks (serpents)—serpent symbols as worn by leaders—they too
are here to experience
06:43 God did not bring the poison on this place—total rule by Satan—aliens—Tesla and
Russell—technology, once turned on, man cannot turn it off
09:25 God could never come via a politician—Ronn Jackson—Dharma's journey
13:19 Came a document—Rick Martin—not acceptable—painful for receivers—you will know
17:20 If you understand the point of illusion, you can create your reality—responsibility
18:12 Ego—who sets self aside as a savior?—don't base your whole presentation on money
18:59 Hatonn will no longer tell you what you want to hear—conditional love on service, not
on love
19:54 Bring Christ back
20:21 The Rift Valley—Christians—meaning of the 144,000—Saul of Tarsus—Sananda
21:57 Aliens—President Carter
23:36 Walter Russell materialized before a student—Dharma/Russell—truth of evolution
28:09 Appearing, disappearing at will—Zionists—the Grey's
29:06 END OF MEETING

